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The wipes of the Hopkineville Public
High School are nadersaking a practic-
al warm of lerwous in cavil goverament,
w Mega consists in nothing less than an
attempt to govern themselves by rtnes
or ordluances of their own making en-
formed by officers of their own choice.
The principle that we learusio do by
doing will be aeplied in this important
field of instructing the pupils in the
wanner of conducting /melte meetings
and in gaining a definite knowledge of
the details of the gewernment of cities
and stat.a. The plan also gives the pu-
pils a votes in their own echool life and
Wee them feel that the school is theirs
and not simply a school to which they
are sent and in which they have only a
transient interest. It gives the older
pupils a share in the, responsibility as
well and makes public sentiment the
real governing ?woe in the school just
as IS is always in the State or atty.
This plan of sobool government used
as a means of teaching civios is not by
soy mesas untried. It has been used
In many schools with marked suceese.
The most notable instanoe is that of the
Hyde Park High Bobcat in Oh
where more than eleven hundred pu
have applied the principles of self-goi-
ernesoot suocessfally lb their school
It& The plan will be used here in on-
ly the high school grades.
The recent current magazines, have
given • very full account of the %tott-
ing of welf-government in schools in vs-
:teas mom of the United States, de-
scribiagtho plans mid g.ving cuts to ea
'astral' Oho sotial Operation of the
plans. Tim iterriew of Reviews for De-
amber gave an extended account of the
tnovementb Painstaking effprt must be
given to the training of the future °th-
aws of the State in real government
and ia the principle of government by
the 'majority. This can be much better
irmamplialsodia a democratic form of
school government than iu a monarch
sal form.
When the question of undertaking
reolf-goverameent was submitted to the
pupils of the high school Iasi Wednes-
day, they favored the plan by a mej w-
ily of 70 to 38 This was after the thr-
ees reoponsibilities devolving upon them
had been eirsifully explained.
The plan So be used is a modified form
of city government. Each room in the
high school elects two members of the
Council and one member of the Board
of Judges. All of the rooms acting to-
gether, and using the Australian ballot
system, will 'WM the executive officers.
Yesterday afternoon the different
rooms skated Grani•Lami and Judges
as fel/owe:
Room B. Rodman Meacham, Gant
Gaither; 7, George Center, JaniesChap-
Pon S. Maggie SIN, Lucille Bush; 5,
Charles McPherson, Shelby Peed*.
'man or JUDORS.
John Decker, Ica* Soyan, 'Hardy
Sadden, 'hark* Docker.
executive °Blair' consist of a
mayor, a clerk, a treasurer and a pros-
roadag attorney. They will he chosen
next week. and, au said above, the Aus-
tralian syttetia of voting will be used
Nominations for these offices were m ides
yesterday by • system of primaries.
These juvenile statesmen heve Lot
adages d the plan of nominating by con-
"'epitome but the purely Democratic
idea of the primary.
This work has all been done during
the time allotted to Intlide and current
events, and so has been scoempliehed
without calling off a single recitation in
any of the regular studies of the high
Representative Rogers, of ()Marilee,
has presented a bill for the benefit of
assessors in counties of not leas than
seventy -five thousand inhabitants, al-
loaing them in addition to tidy present
compensation, 'six cents for each poll,
lated by them, same to be paid out of
the county's levy."
-
James Hampton, a termer, residing a
few miles west of Earlingtou, was yes-
terday adjudged insane in court at Mad-
itonville, and will be mot to the West-
eine Asylum at Hopkinevil e, says The
Bee. He is about thirty years or age,
and has a wife and three children. Ill
health is said to be the canes. Because
of the piiimit's state of mind and health
he was not taken to court.
Messrs. S. E. Everett and 0 N. Boyd,
have been appointed deenties
Sheriff's office.
The contract for the erection or two
frame cottages on the poor house farm,
to be used in epidemic emergencies
such as the late smallpox invasion, was
let to Forbes & Bro. yesterday. The
buildings are to be 30x40. They will be
increased or added to as occasion may
require Work will begin at once and
the buildings will be completed within
30 days.
rota Friday's daily.
MTS. Saran J. Thompson, win of MT.
G. W. Thompron, a leading citizen of
Wiugo, Graves county, died at the
Western Asylum yesterday afternoon of
erysipelas after an illness of ten days.
Mrs. Thompson had been twice an in-
mate of the institution, the last time,
sIlltee September 1-5. She was sixty-
eight y ears of age. The body was em-
balmed and taken to Graves county this
morning at 11 :50, by Mr. Thompson.
The story of the engagement of Sena-
ter wto. Goebel and Miss Oorinue
Blackburn, daughter of Senator J 0. S.
Blackburn, is authoritatively denied.
Thomas Reeves mud were. who have
been residing on Greenwood avenue,
have removed to the Garrettsburg,
Southern Kentneky, neighborhood.-
Olarksville ()curter.
Boildieg on Colter Oroesds Destroyed
--Fireless Lee Morris Baroed.
From SaturdayN
The stable belonging to the Bethel
Female College property, situated in
the rear of tte college but dieg, was de-
stroyed by fire this morning about 10
e'clock. Too much headway had been
made by the fiances for the fire depart-
ment, upon its arrival, to do more than
save the coutivions buildings. The sta-
ble wee a large frame struoture and
considerable stock feed, corn and hay,
were stored there. The loss sill be
about $300. This is the second stable
hnh has been mysteriously burned in
that neighborhood within two weeks.
The police have information which may
lead to @owe sensational developements
and fix the responsibility of she Are.
A; this time no arrests Lave been made
end farther details are walthe d pend-
1mg developeenents
Fireman Lee Morrell was bidly
about the face and bands Pas morn-
ing whit adjusting hose and lighting
the smell
A SOCIAL TRWMPti
May be marred by a small deteil, - for i Istarsec, ceffee Mat is aot
all that h should be. The hcstees who realoc3 the:. pees special
&tient on to the selection of Ole coffee, that she serves to hat
guess.- Such a host= Insists upon hawing
A fearful explosion at 7 :30 o'clock this ;
morning shook the buildings in the vi
Malty of the L. & N. freight depot like
as uddea eairthgeake shock, it was
necompanied by a loud report like the
collision of locomotives.
People hurried from offices and dieell-
ings in the direction of the explosion.
Frightened factory hands, 'tidies., cost•
less, and talking excitedly, gesticulating
wildly, were grouped at the corn, r of
Eighth and Clay streets. The rear
brick wall of the tobacco re-handing
house operated by Leaeril and Stevens,
was a wreck. Dust was still rieirg from
s pile of debris. Loatie tobacco was teen
Cored over the factory and the yard.
More than a hundred feet away lying
ogaiust another brick wall, which had
been knocked in by the force of the con-
cussion, was an engine, its massive, rods
cylinder and boiler wrenched torn aud
broken, still smokieg.
The employees of the factory are et a
loss to account fer the explosion. NA ork
in the factory had jest began and was
going forward smoothly when the shock
came. There were about twenty Wait-
ers engaged. The engine was a porteble
machine and stood .; just outside the
building against the ifbuthern wall. It
is claimed that the engine Was bring
driven by only 45 pounds of steam and
that the boiler was half full of water.
The only plausible theory of the ex-
plosion is that the -team gauge failed to
register the full pressure.
The first intimation of trouble was
the explosion, followed instantly by the
collapse of the wall, and the night of
She engine across the yard. The ma-
chine was lifted in the air and hurled
with terrific force against the corner of
the Leavell and Williams factory build-
ing, knocking In a section of the wall
forty feet square. This diverted the
course of the wild engine and sent it at
an angle across the }rent, crashing Into
the brick wall of another factory; where
it lay a smoking wreck of iron.
It is almost • miracle that no lives
were lost by the falling wet's. The
course of thee migiee, fortunately, was
not in line withlhe workmen. Had the
machine been amide the walls it is prob-
ahle that a dozes pereoute would have
been killed or mgetgltd.
Ths wrecked berhidieg is the property
of Mr. Lewis Stuslimig The loss of
Leaven & Williams: will be consider-
able.
WILL OF CHI. T. CASKY.
From Saturday's dal
The will of the Chas. T. Caskr,
was probated in theylerk's (Moe yester-
day. After providik for the payment
of all just debts, be leaves the balance
of his estate in equifehares to his two
daughters, Mrs. Lu‘Winfree and MI/S
Elizabeth Oasky.
Site latter, her shar
Winfree or her hei
Is dated Dec. 8, 1b9
Winfree is made ex
Mr. Winfree bath)
the heirs requested
Judge W. P. Winfr
qualified and will c
tons of the will.
Slie knows that it is cure tl 71,7a:A coffee connoisseurs.
Shp also keoun that it does not have injurioto after-effects.
Thokt the reason of this may not be plain to her, yet coffee
expekts know "she it le
Signe cf the reasons are because Chase te Sanborn's Is the
purett and best Colic that can be produced, roasted and packed
seeltifically, and abovc all nevcr adulterated.
If tote would have your social functions a euccess. if you
have harmony and enjoerseet in your home at all times,
d insist upon getting Cane te Sanborn's Coffees. It
no difference whether you buy their Seal Brand, which
corn+ in one and two-pound let cans. or their other legh grade
Coffte that your grocer will sell you in highly colored. parch-
mentlir,ed bags, you may rest assured that their name and seal
Is ertiblematic of Coffee perfection.
Three Coffees prodece that beautiful port-wine color before
create and golden &herr:ream so much desired by coffee. lovers.
u the death of
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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY EZNTIJCICT FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 1900.
Argument in the trial of L 1t1 Clardy
for killing William Southall wee con-
cluded at Olarksville Saturday after-
noon. Judge Jas. Breathitt anti Mr. W.
H. Serobvill, cf this city, 111.0.13 R1.10
#;.,ee.-hesioo.Frottl g Clardy.
Saturday night one o! the juts re to'
'came III of pueuntoeis, acid the jury
was dllitnisse,I.
The CAFFI will be tried again next May
A telephone message states that ten of
the jurors favored conviction and too
-
A ViONDFPFIll. DISCOVERY.
Not only cures, bat it keeps et ell. Is
sold by an organized company of re-
sponsible business men and has the en-
dorieonent of thousands of Clergymen
and noted people throughout the
country. We speak of that wonderful
Instrument, Eiectropedee, and ark your
careful,examination into the cores it
has wrought. Col. A. P. Nunelly, of
the Inter-Ocean. Chicago, writes:
"Nearly three . years experience with
Electaopoise only coefirms the truli sf
your claim. I sty to my friends that
this inetrnment is a ruoet wonderful in-
vention, alum I would uot part With
mine f I ennie not get smother." Send
address fur our b toh giving letters from
people who have bree rutted by E!ec-
trope's,. ELECTROPOISE 0., 513
Fonrth A V,•1! begteville. Ky.
--
0. H. Skew*, agent for the Standard
Oil Company, h is resignee his position
and Vince Williamson has been appoint-
ed Agent. Calls promptly answered,
Telephone, No. 08. d2t.w2t
Was the result of his splendid heal:h.
Indomitable will and tremendous ener-
gy are no found where stonsaeb, liver.
kidneys and boweleare out of order. If
you wan; these qualities and the sure
eels, they being, use Dr. King's New
Life Pit:e. They develop every power
of brain and body. On; 25 center at
L L. Eights, CO K. Wyly's, R 0. Hard-
wick's, J. 0. Oookhi and Anderson &
Fewlera drug stares.
lIoNEY TO, LOAN--On good 4n.
estate eecurtty. Apply to
quanta Woore at hoe.
_
The many friends of Mr, John VC tete
will be gad to learn that he is able Sc,
be out, after a long siege of typhoid fe
Ter.
raised Slid Valuation of property oWD,re
of this county about $63,000
*Jibs+ or Oarner's Wild Goose Lino
ment carts rheumatism eutrilentrews
T 11- hi Ili ill 5101. At all eittee,
bi LILES FOR SALE-Nice lot males.
15,  to 16 hands, 4 to 5 years old, at C.
H. Layne's stable. 4. H. Layne & Ce
w.tf
Almost a Daily-At the
Price of a Weekly.
The most widely cirenlatei "weeely"
bewspaper in America is the Thrice u
Week edition of The New York Wor:d,
and with the Presidential campaign
now at hand you cannot do without it
Here are some of the reasons why it a
easily the leader in dollar a year hear
Denim.
It is teemed every other day, and is to
all purposes a daily.
Every week each enhseriber receives
18 pages, and often during the "busy"
season 24 pages each week.
The price is only $1.00 per year.
It is virtually a daily at the price of a
weekly.
Its news coveis every known part of
the world. No weAdy paper cou'd
stand alone end furnish such service.
The Thrice a Week World has at eta
disposal all of the resources of the great-
eat newspaper in t x.stence-the wonder
of modern j iurnelism-e •A [mamma
Greatest Newspaper,' as is hai bees,
justly teimid-The New York World
The political news is abeceutely im-
partial This fact stria be of epreist
value in the Pr, sidentiel campaign
cowing on.
The best of current fietiois is found in
its colurane
These are only teen. of the reseon•:
there are others. Real it anti me e them
all.
We offer this uniqueled newspaper
end Tilt WEEKLY New IRA togethen
one, year for $1.65
in the east, west, north t.r south.
THE IMORICNC TELEGRAPH
I. concededly the brightest dui y
paper in the Union. foe news of
the day is Concise'. Its filanciat
news is authoritative. It. shear
neat news Is e0111riale Its rie
news is simply tomppronmablet
It has special features that can
not be obtained from any othhr
itource.
Tote SUNDAY ItleoRADH
is as good ate half a Mx or other
weekly papers put together. It
wives yon six nut- re the entertRin
merit the averse. weekly'does It
is brimful of tale and anecdote of
r"-rem' and thaws yea know. von
ought to know, or would like to
know. ills a mighty intereseinet
never, with an interesting person-
ality.
THE PICTURE SUPPIL erttnir
Is not qns'ed by ally other nevas•
paper on the fare of tile glebe
The pictures are timely. intereet•
log, newsy ant new They are in
MITI respect superior to the ormg
'nal photeerrapho and no anion&
of description mold do them the
justice thmo your own eyes would
Sold everywhere, by every live
dealer, every day in the week. If
vonr dealer does net happen tn
have it on hand. insist that he get
it for yon. If he is the right kind
of a man, he will supply you. If
he won't supply yore we will.
TRIAL RATES FOR ONE MONTH:
Sunday Only, - 21 rents
Daily and Sundae, - I neDolIar
140. 421 CL .
NEW YOKIC.
Ito the shops for repairs. The tnia'laueetue freight Is not damaged. h.
coal will be sold by the Reserved
pany on the ground. Both tee ka 4,7a
LocomAives Meet With I)
A head-end colfilen of freight trains
on the L. & N. rtil rmad (Incurred at 8:15
p. m., Saturdalt in
e
s( it two huudren
s
yards beyond the Oterksville crossing,
and jest outside the, city limits. The,
crash of the iron mousters as they wet
was heard in all the homes in the Sou
therm portion of the city. The ruiu
which succeeded the rush of the loco-
motives was indescribable. A wreck of
such proportions has not occurred on
this division in years. Freight cars,
loaded and empty, were piled upon each
other in indiscriminate confusion. Bro-
ken Loam', splintered timbers, twisted
rods and derailed trucks lay In a vast
heap upon the track for a distance of
two hundred feet. In the center of the
ruin stood the locomotives, like mighty
monsters in a supreme death grapple,
reared from their front tracks locked in
a seemingly inextricable embrace. The
Mee of escaping steam and the red glare
of their furnaces added to the wierd
and magnificent spectacle of rival giants
in their dying struggle.
A thousand people witnessed the
scene ane gazed %tete awe and wonder
upon the :Ma. An oil tank on one of
the cars lied been pierced by a beam and
half overturned. Its content. gushed in
a clear stream down the emiteulimeut
and into a little ravine, following a wa-
ter coaree whose bed was dry.
Scores of colored residents from their
homes near the wreck, lined the sides of
the soddenly fin-bed stream, with ves-
sels of every conceivable character die.
ping the oil as it flowed, and packing it
away to their homes.
The wreck, the retina of inadvertence
or misunderstanding, developed 0:10 of
them moot remarkable features af she
wonderfully perfected a; item of railroad
operation. Strange as it may appeat to
the uninitiated, the wreeking trains at
either end of the division were in mo-
tion before the coltheion occurred, ann
while the doomed locomotives were yet
speeding toward each other from oppo-
site direntions.fore-
seen. It was knows Mir Only a kappyl
out improbable chattel* could avert it.
Mr. Adams, the agent at this place
prepared in advance to meet the conse-
quences, even at their worst. A special
etr was ready and a putting locomotive
stood prepared to carry a detail of .doc-
tors to the sceue. There were a few
minutes of awful stripeerte in the local
efloe.
Somewhere between this place and
Oasky the trains would meet. Would
the engineers and their crews be able to
reverse in time to save their lives and
the live, of their creao? Would the
oue chance ite a hundred ohaverting dis-
aster come? At what point will they
meet': Those were the questime that
.urged through Agent Adams' mind, as
with the precision and judgment of a
general, he gave order. preparatcry to
impending disaster, possibly death. His
quick ear, on the alert, heard' through
She distance a crash. It hid come!
The worst would soon be known!
Mr. Adams was on the scene in an to.
credibly short tinie. The wrecking
trains were speeding from Evansville
and Nashville. The services of the
medical corps were not re gutted.
The col:Oleo( tulles were Third Sec-
tion No. t4, north bound, Elope:Per
itaufisld and Oon lucent Ingram; Third
Section No. 81, Routh beueri. EA/trete
tentnieni and Conduaer Lengetaff.
No 14 should have received orders at
teembr ike to siette trs-k at Casky arid
allow 81 to pass. The orders were not
tielivered to Conductor Ingram by the
Pembroke operator. Ingram's, train
pulled out of that city, thinking the
rack was Clear to Hopkins; ill..
The train had jest loused Clesky
whin the Pembroke omoutor telephoned
that patee to fig and held it. The red
light of theocatootee was dteappeariug in
the distance when the message was re-
ceived. Then the Pembroke operator
notified this place. No. 81 was thee
pulling the heavy grade South. It was
too late to do anything save prepare for
the worst. The south bound train bac,
made the stero grade, emerged from the
rounded the curve, and era- just be
tiening to gather her speed when the
hese light of 84 flashed in front, less
than two hundred yam's axay lht
engineers discovered their mutual dan-
ger rim alteneounly. Each reversed his
thr.atle, sounded thehiatiger signal and
jumpee, followed by firemen aDd con-
huctore. Scarcely had they regained
their feet and turned their eyes upon
the ft sehiug giants of the rail, when
they seemed to leap at each other, to
meet with a mighty crash, to rear and
tremble and then-it was done. Two
of the finest locomotives in the L. & N.
service and fourteen ears were piled in
the rain. On 81 six loaded coal oafs,
‘ontogned to Southern poitito, two full
tenks of coal oil of 10,000 gallons each,
belonging to Standard Oil Company; on
el a Car 1010 of paper, a oar load of as
handles and five empty cars W re hope-
! lessly wrecked.
In less than two hours wrecking
trains were on the scene removing the
debris front the track at either enti. In
fourteen hones after the collision
through traMe wire resumed. Pessenger
'trains 91 and 92 tram referred ret 1 M. 111. ;
I The South bound throuelipaes 
hours.ene et 6 a. m was delayed four 
1 he damaged loeornotives will be taken
Smrperiasendcnt Morten, Assistant I
Superintendent Donn and Train Master ;
Devaity, of the L. & .N. viewetCthel of
wreck Saturday night
H. S Freemen, fireman on 64, ass
slightly injured in the right foot, by
jumping. Brakeman Rose, of rare
breieed from striking rails es he join-
ed. Neither man in sera nsly tort. :
Notice of Consolidation.
-To the Stockholders of the-
You are hereby notified that it is pro-
tosed, on the 25th day of January, A.
, 1000, at a special meeting of the
stock-holders of this Company, called to
meet that day at Hopkineville,Christian
county, Kentucky, to eubmit the clues
lion of censoOdatieg this Comtany and
The Ohio Valley Telephone Compauy,
of L)aisville, Jefferson county, into one
company, under the name and style of
the Cumberlitud Telephone dr Telegraph
Company, with its principal (Mee at
Hopkinsville, Ky , the main terms of the
consolidation to be as foll)We
Time capital stock of the consolidated
compeny is lobe ten millions of dollars,
in shares of o3e hundred dollars each,
of whieh shares are to be issued and go
to the share-holdete of the present
Oumberland Telephone & Telegraph
Oompeny, share for sham', and Meares
are to go to the shareholders of the Ohio
Valley Telephone Company, share for
share; and the remainder of said 'stock
to be subject to sale and disposition, as
required by law in cases of incorporated
eompanies.
The details ad particular provisions
of the consolidation will be fully set
forth and shown in the proposed artirilss
of couselidation at the sail meeting. !
All rock -holders are urged and re-
queeted to be present at said meeting,
or if they connot, to be represented by
proxies in writing.
LELAND HUME,
Secretary of the Cumberland Telephone
and Telegraph Compana.
1! has been fully demonstrated that
Ely's Cream Balm is a specific for Na-
sal Catarrh and cold in the bead. This
distinction has been achieved Only as
the resu.t of continued sucoettiefnl use.
A morbid condition of the membrane
in the nasal patsages can be cared by
this purifylog amid beating treatment
:Mid by droppers or it will be mailed
for b0 c-nte by Ely Bro., 56 Warren
Street, New York. It spreads over the
membrane, is absorbed and relief is im-
mediate
DR. ALEXANDER PREACHED.
Rev. Gross Alexand.r, of Vanderbilt
University, filled the pepit at the Mesh-
edict church Sunday morning and again
in the eeeniug, preaching to crowded
Louses. Rev. W. K. Puler, the pastor,
is absent OD a visit of a month to Flori-
da on socennnt of bad health Mr. Alex
amen iota peetammi-here-hefere,
a great favorite with Elopkiusville addl-
es:lots.
Jailer Williamson Prevents A Fire At
The County Jail.
A lamp was accidentally turned over
in one of the cells at the county jail last
night and a pair of trousers became ig-
nited.
The prisoners threw the burning gar-
ments into the corridor and yelled for
Jailer Williamson, who appeared
promptly and prevented further damage
by dousing the pants into a bultet of
water. Then he opened the winder
and let the emote and odor escape, The
prisoners were much excited at tint.
u Siod aid Se•ske 1 tar Life Ana,.
'10 t4•14-co an,. forever. bit ',sag
mm tic, Li :I (.1 Lie, nerve and %ieur, tade No-To•
Lae , tIe enader. worker. the matte-: week men
*trot.g. All drnegist.‘bOe or III Cote guaran-
meed Booklet end oxmple free Address
itcrarg Remedy CO, chieseo or New Yogi
(Cablegram to New Elan
LONDON, JAN. 15.-PRIVATE
TELEGRAMS FROM SOU ru AFRI-
OA STATE THAT GEN. BUI.LER
SUFFERED ANOTHER REVERE
TODAY
LONDON, Eng., Jan. 15.--A combin-
ed forward movement of the British
troops in the Trauevaal is reported.
Hard fighting is believed to be in pro-
.
gress today.
Little news has been given out by the
War Office.
The British army is believed to be pre-
paring for a determined attempt to re-,
lieve Ladysmith and Kimberley. Lady-
smith still held out Friday, and the
Boers had been quiet for two days Boer
reports say that the British are ccncen-
trating for extensive operations around
Ooleeburg and also that everything
points to a big battle soon at Oolento.
(SPECIAL TO %EST um.)
HALIFAX, N. 8, Jan. 15 -The
steamer Daurentian is ready to sail to.
day with the second contingent of Oan-
adieu troops for South Africa. She will
take Set men with some members of the
staff and 315 borsee.
No contest netears created as uuiver-
eal interest J-ffries and Sharkey's
battle for the championship of the world.
To witness this contest men travelled
thousands of miles, and spent money
wAh an extravegance that 111 startling.
shah-ten of whose giant stature and won-
derful physical., development, to say
nothing of his preficiecey in the wets of
and ISIAMmeesida'art
plucky, all-enduring sailor, bettled for •
stake ISIS may be considered princely
even in these days of ',romp oity. In the
218,000 pictures, representing every
move ruacie by the principals in the ton-
:est, there is a vivid, realistic repremen-
tattoo of the whole, reeled off in exactly
the tinae taken up by the fight itself.
The pictures will be seen at the Opera
House Friday night, Jan 19.
re HEAUMATItita CURED IN A DAY
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures it in from I
to 3 days. Its action upon the system
is remarkable and mysterious. It re-
moves at once the cause and the disease
immediately disappears. The first dose
greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold by R
0. Hardwick, druggist, Hopkimorille.
•22,3m
Annual Food Show.
NEW YORK, Jan. 15.-The annual
food show begins its twelfth season in
the Second Regiment Armory today
The exhibits of modern food preselects
are more widely varied than ever be-
fore
A Perfect Food. Pore, UMW; Olio.
WALTER BAKER a CO. Limited.
Establlishad 1780.
DORCHESTER, MASS.
Are you in line? If not get in line of tin
BIG BARGAIN SALE that is now on. All goods
haveadvanccd, and we offer the people an op-
portunity to save money. It is not enough that
we do as well as others. Trade leadership de-
mands that we offer exceptional inducement,
all the time. We keep people moving Inward
and goods moving outward by moving prices
downward. Here's what Moayon's Big Store
offers to its many customers. Every depart-
ment complete:
_ Dresct floods.
10 pieces oliDoverts worth 60c
at 35e.I
5 pieces ported Novelty Dress
GoodS, worth 65c for 35c.
5 pieces Broadcloth, all colorr, w'th
$1 00 at 50c.
1000 yards Flannelette 5c.
1000 yards Outing Cloth 8c.
New line of Calicoes
New line of Percales.
We have a few Ladies' Jackets
and Cloaks that we've carried over
from last season. They are a little
out of tete le, and we will offer them
at the following prices.
The $5.00 and *6.00 Jackets $2.50.
The $10.00 Jackets at $5 00.
" 15 00 " 700
" 20.00 ‘, 8.00.
We are also showing an "up to
date" line of stylish Jackets from
$6.00 to 25.00.
New Plush Capes, worth ii41 00 at
$3.15.
New Plush Caps's, Worth $5.00 at •
New Pinch Capes, worth $7.00 MI
her friends always strives to make
her dining room as handsome and
attractive as possible, and.ehe knows
she can find the handsomest furni-
ture in rich buffets, china closets and
dining chairs and tables for the least
money in our comprehensive and
varied stock of fine furniture, in the
latest artistic styles and shapes.
Don't fail to call and inspect our
stock.
$1. 25.
New Plush Capes, worth IRD.00 at
$6.75.
One line of Ladies' Tailor-Me&
Suite, reduced from $8.00
83.50.
Linen Department
75 yards whits Table Useut
per yard.
75 yards white Table linen,idinakes
wide, reduced from 81)elo SO8
per yard.
75 3ards bleached Table
inches wide, reduced HMI l'Oe
to 49c per yard. '4"
50 yards bleached Table nom 7$
inches wide, reduced fruit IlLS5
to 86c per yard
25 dozen Napkins at 24c peesdoms.,- -
Good Listen Napkins at timpor 411IL
at 49•64 "
M 75.14
Good Cotton Crash it 4e illliaryt
G000 Linen Crash a56 1-9 pirpirtt.
Large Cotton Towels at 5 tieba,
Linen Towels at 9 amts. -4satt. r
A Titianic Salt Ot  Clothing!
et.Th8 Great No Of The IN Year...
1_--Vr Right in the face of an advancing market we have decided to reduce our 
stock to
make room for S rfn :ioods We intend to lighten this imI1ense stock quickly ana in order
to do so haNe pla4ed prices upon it which means every garm nt offers a rare 
bargain. The
prices quoted beldw indicate but a few of the great values offered 
during this sale.
70 Men's Fine Ca:ssimere and
Worsted Suits.
S;zes 34 to 42. Worth $15,00. tie 50  I
and CS 00 m otiNV W I 0•00
80 Men's All Wool Cheviots
and Cassimere Suits
Worth $7 150 and ,c4 5t NOW $5.00









Childrens' Imp° ted English
, Corduroy Suit4i
this 6 su M I, $2.50
SPECIAL DRIVES in
CHILDRFNS MITTEE SVITS•
Ages 3 to 6 year. •
Boys Overcoats, t6 to 16, Black
and Blue Black,
English Keeley, t ztra good value*
$10 hat,Wat ,
Men's Extra Short ight Colored Cobert
Overcoats Former Price $7.50
Now $5.50.
We have MO pair Ladies Kid Button, Shoea,
all solid leather, sizes 4 1-2 to 8;
all toes, worth 1.50, $ I 00NOW a
Men's Light-weight Overcoats in Light
Colors, Extra Values at $10.00,
Now $7.50.
35 Cents
Men's Seamless fleeced lined
cotton Underwear, worth 50c.
5 and 10 Cents
a garment for Children's Cot-
ton Underwear.
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THE NEW ERA
the few. The lam who Mead the trust
make smooth and Oatmeal* eistemente l
:6—.01111iffulanpiT—; 
that became of their °patrol of markets t
1even mow 6rowisheicsIth.y have reduced prioes to the general
118111KIN TIMM President 
consumer, aid have accomplished this
by what they Gall "little econom
ies." Th
Ey ho watches the coars
e
eillelaellow lira Building, &youth
Moe* mar Main, Hopkizisle, Ky.
.84.00 A YEAR.
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•damre—Pirst Monday in June
aniallairealondeg Is February and Sep-
'? Ootarr—Second Mondays
• July mad October.
Tuesday in April
FlretMonday in every
mars fogad oat res-
ter*, afternoon that there had hiss
a M Freaktort twenty-four
1/141, PlitOhlog sit
amion does not n-
en* in bismfithed a. Frankfurt. it will
Sot be ',the fault of tbe Oomaterolal 
aid
Olathimparlser, The Dispatch.
VII Now Ins.'s heavy editorial. writ-
hes Tuesday morning. depreoiatiag 
the
wsyIas emaggerses every 
little
• fghithe lantatity aid magnify 
pot-
*, threllog mopes into pest 
tragedies,




To Arms Time lieraid, white
aesq.no My other moor in the LIM
-
la illins. apnoea She Mews et 
She
esaikol the MeKialey adagio-
telaggion. Ime beset dimming lately the
N gpselleme et the imam of She next pros-
• bielliPM saagsigs. Very naturally it
filmolltheo Wee keel gentian with the
sitimmmt thse that there oan be no
honotmailis en Inas Meals' Meets reg-
ulation is a seaMer wholly astside of
leglinitue power.
Tide is • porfethly natural view for •
Sepablimn pager to Mika Tbe Repub.
Ikea potty will de all it poseibly ma to
maw it appear that the regulatioa, the
inwillent Or She abolition of Mots is a
molter esti& ths power of Osagresb
Ilepthilima pealistems will do this be-
moss lbw me Wholly ember inew.a 
of
mod with Mims
awl who pit by them. The posy it-
self mar seeks a perfameoey declara-
tion in, lb national plaidens against
these amospolithis corporatioss, bat
tweekilli pwa members will Imp at any
Milemmee :width saggeses asengsnion
lie indmerhd monopoly. Mowing se they
084111111be prey orgininothis is sap.
piled est if be. trails of mompely.
beat. will lo a peat has. ke 1100.
By their thwelopmer mid their in-
. oreming semind over every line of in-
&skid est comonercial endeavor, they
kora theramed enormously the ease of
living is this country sad have linitted
'WIWI eioralotion the opportunities fur
easplotheTh low sad Shen some
nowepager is mime mon of missal
olomeog, tram whom Mike things
Might be espesied, dealers. Shot the or.
gonisolles el erases k a logiebents sad
• thollishis entoome of natural law.
This is in no moo the frt. It is easy
to 4, a. soommate memments
46111i ellimbla sometime s the
kilieseses of the great asesI the
pig* an aseeraL la le not se easy to
pets 111111111ds is the ease. This. Is no
ensematal imp swath_ ia the tfaitod
Illmles !nig whisk is fitandmi upon any
milmieljbm whoeseever. All Ind their
:=1"1111 privileges pasted byis y oorporatioas which en-
hogpsdal paths of power from
be. kSsre If the fitate—by which
to asialfter neensiorily the federal or
IS but wren the local
ispreseniing the people—
dM4.11111hdlther all poets of math!
1111"11' 
am peat sores of the pow-
er st Ornate would be eliminated. Is
will be done. The tendency
loghdaSion, insofar as it oan be
by the Democratic party, is
abrogsties of special peri-
gees this, carried to ill full
not 'wholly do away with
irrle,WORbese pest eassolidalems of
programed so far that
mare than the mere w ith-
privilege horn them is moos-
. . only mast. their warm of
seggfillbsthat off, bat they meet be at-
asilitit ooff thigh. We mast utilise
every point. We muse smith
lhatAgesesdoos power of the national
gles.lirt very asey to employ la at.
Whisk lb. Repablisan party
h 
thell, elm labor organisations, aid we
4 au* is is forosfuliy and r answer-. behalf of the people spinet
Oho pilli fie II hem herseatore bra used
of the few epitome the people.
sso se the nest is monopoly.











OnIFIDawr Mummery. —Soak the hands
theresmply, am reuriee, in a IICPT lather of
deregga Som. Dry, sad anoint freely with
almasurt.tbe pen skin nos and
yeaMiaaeo. Wear aid gloves during
Per sisis Maas, netting, bunting
pshidel fame sadm, this nes nets
weadisrfuL
lessabety Illoatars ass materleaspieshie the noorirlimak,
jsa Mlsaa parmOise et Cruets, 6 r
INS Mai use a. it Oily._
• ,saicrultreisielmterram=
erybody bOdy w
of prices in the retail market can se
e
that there has been no reduction o
f
prices to the consumer. Every 
man
who has friends engaged in work i
n in-
dustries which have some under 
the
control of trusts must have learne
d
that the "little economies" have take
n
tbe shape of doing away with the 
ser-
vice of men who perhaps have given 
a
life time be the study and mastery o
f
their mains'. Three things the trust
does It robs the producer because it
the ssarkel in which he sells. It
robs the Gossamer, because it holds a
atestopoly dike market in which he
inest buy. IS narrows the avenues for
employment—which were narrow
mough, we all know, long be
fore—be-
muse it finds its profit in shutting
deign esispeting plants and driving
traveling salesmen off the road.
Mr. Bryan has said that the puxpom
of a trust was monopoly, and that mo-
nopoly in private hands is always dan-
gerous. That is a broad enough state-
ment, not only for Democrats, but for
all American citizens. That lathe ker-
nel of the plank which the next Demo-
cratic national convention will put in
he platform. The Republican party
will, beyond doubt, follow the lead of
Its official organ and either evade the
trust issue altogether, or set it aside as
one of no importances.
8100 &swam
The remilen of this paper will 
be
plowed N learn that there is at 
least
tom drooled disease that sci
ence has
been able es ours in all its stages
 and
ail is aslant. Hall's Catarrh Cu
re is
=paid,* cure now kn
own so the
easeenity. Catarrh being a
emethindenal disease requires a cosign-
Ineatment. Hall's Catarrh
Oath k token inewnally, acting
 dirently
spa the blood and mucous surfaces of
the orient, thereby destroying the
of the disease, and giving
She past strength by building, up the
samtilinnes and assisting nature in do-
ing its work. The proprietors have so
mash fink's its curative powers that
they Offer one hundred dollars for guy
eilliant it fails to cure Send for list
Address, F. J. OBSNEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
Hid by =As, 750.
Hall's P Pills are the best.
History can he challenged to show
sue instanoe of a colony in the tropics
which has been a source of profit to an
Anglo-Saxon people. The commercial
world to-day affords uncounted illus
kations of the falsity of the theory that
trade follows the flag. The people or
She party deserting the moral principle
that governments should not be imposed
by any people against their 
will
have only limppointmenn in store for
themselves if they expect pecuniary
basalt to result.
A Shildnees home is a chemises home.
The maternal instinct exists in every
woman, and when It is ungratiffed she
Is deprived of much of the happinem of
life. It often happens that childleness
is due to some came which can be re-
moved, sad often is removed by the use
of Dr. Pima's Favorite Prescription.
The vigor and vitality which this reme-
dy imparts to the delicate womanly or-
gans, pile than in a condition of nor-
mal health, the lack of which is often
the sale obotrootion to maternity. Ev-
ery linausus awasdul rood Illr
r•volOMPUlai OPPIZON matortiOlaa Alueimme, a 0001i
mataintag 1008 Doges and 700 illusive-
dohs. Lis seat entirely free on receipt
of stomps to pay expense of mailing on-
ly. Send 31 one-oeut stamps for the pa-
per bound volumes, or 11 ssamps for
one Gosered. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce,
883 Main street, Buffalo, N Y
A POLMCAL TRUST COMES.
• Ylichell Chapple, editor of "The
Natioaal lthpaise, gives a resume and
olds shad affairs at Washington that
Is oiteeding widespread attention. In
the Jemmy DOM he stuns up the situa-
tion She.:
"WISh the arm of the stage own-
pded by Deberfa, the opening of the sec
sad semis. el the Seth Oongrese wee
somewhee spootessikr. The recurring
spaskereldp seals* was eliminated, In-
as inflames of the spirit of
comethialks which permeates the bun
aim world ef today. This suggests a
political Orin as a future possibility.
The What of the play on the legislative
ahem Word began rather earlier in the
moan thin usual, and there is an at-
mosphere se earnest blindness intention
and less partisan rancor apparent than
usuaL
Perhaps the general prosperity of the
country has had a soothing effect, and
the spectscle of Democratic Mot/rem-
ises giving out appointmenta in their
dietrio$ under a Republican administra-
tion for the moms department is decid-
edly an innovation isnd is perhaps a hint
of what we are to have in twentieth
oeslau7 politics, as a perfection of civil
service. The attempt to stir up and
arouse party feeling on either side of
the nesse to the old tune fever pitch Is
Hke an attempt to resorcitate a faded
f ad. "
THE NEW 511 MOTE.
The new $10 silver notes soon to be is-
sued will bear • handsome tribute to the
Amerieast navy. The central feature of
the certificates will be a steel engraving
it the battle ship Maine, plowing the
seas under full steam, as she left the
UM ell States for Havana, under Oapt.
liNgsbee, nearly two years ago The en-
graving is unusually fine in workman-
ship and spirited in conception. The
while hall stands out conspicuously on
the water, with the dash caption of the
turrets and heavy armament. Two
heavy guns point over the bow, which
cuss the waxer as gracefully as that eta
yacht. The other features of the certi-
ficate are medallions of two of the naval
heroge who made the flag respected ear-
ly in the century by their viotoriss over
the British and the pirates of the Medi-
terranean, The uniform of that time,
with its gold lace and fringed epaulets,
gives • picturesque historical character
to the portraits. Over each medallion
Is inclined the partly draped figure of a
goddess, holding a branch of laurel.
These are the essentially artistic feat-
ures of the new note. They do not in-
terfere with the general plan of all the
new notes, to leave a considerable ex-
panse of white paper, in which the silk
threads add the facility for detecting
manterfeits. The figure "10" appears
in large plain type in each corner, while
the Roman numerals, in plain blue, on
the left Ade of the note, balances the
seal in the same enif r en ehe reset The
words •• Uoited Stair,.of A fl.ffl I e• ay
straight across the top of the trite in a
graceful style of type.
DEFEATED!
e Foe to Health and
Happiness
RHEUMATISM.




Mr. E. 0. Kuykendall, of Morgan-
town, Ky., was efilicted with inflamma-
tory rheumatism, and had not walked
for ovir a month previous to his coming
to the institution for treatment. He had
to be fed and turned in bed, being per-
fectly helpless. He remained at the in-
firmary but one mouth, returning home
entirely well, having recoveud ccm-
pletely his normal health.
This cage merely demonstrates the I
possibilities that exist in 0.teopathie I
treatment, and is but one of a number of I
remarkable caries which have come to us
from the Green River country.
Another case of marked interest is I
that of Mrs. William!, of Greenwood,
Tenn. We give herewith Mrs. Will-
iam's account of the case :
•'About nine years ago I had my first
attack of rheumatism. This attack last
ed about four days and for that length
of time I was scarcely able to move my
hand or foot. This, however, soon wore
off and no signs of rheumatism remain-
ed except I had a stiff joint now and
then for four pearl!. At the end of 
this
time I found I was growing worse, ach
-
ing in all my jeints and becoming ver
y
weak. During this time I was being
twisted by the M. D's Finally bein
g
hardly able to walk about my room, my
physician advised me to go to Hot
Springs. I did so and stayed for three
and a half menthe, but ,was prostrated
from the baths. They really left me in
worse condition than before, and the
physician allowed me to leave in the
dead of winter, far fear that I should
die on his hand..
"On my trip home I took cold and
had another form of rheumatism—mus-
cular. This was in February, 1895. An-
other doctor was called in, but I did not
become better under his treatment and
was unable to walk. I heard of the Os-
teopathy Infirmary at Franklin and pre-
vailed on my husband to let me try
them for one month at least, although
he nor any of my friends knew anything
about this new science of healing nor
had a particle of faith in it.
"My husband thought it beet for me
to stay at home and keep the money and
um it to take care of mv, but every day
when the doctor would come he would
say that I was better than I would ever
be again, and that I would get worse all
the time, and that I wou'd never walla
again, until my husband finally con-
sented to my giving Osteopathy a trial.
"In June they brought me to Frank-
lin, Ky., and I began to improve from
esaolallellt4, it is true I w•—•
very sore and the treatments had to be
very light at liTot but I Noon begged for
such treatments as I n3eded regardless
of soreness, for I was anziens to walk.
My knees were drawn hack and I could
no more stand than a crooked stick. My
hands were drawn and I could not feed
myself nor dress myself. In fact I was
utterly helpless. For the greater part
of eighteen months I had to be fed and
my jaws were so closed that I could just
get my thumb between my teeth, and
could not get my tongue between my
lips, and could not have expectorated if
my life depended upen it. My head was
perfectly stiff. Now in this helpless
condition I was wearing out my family,
for in We helpless condition I had to be
turned in my bed every hour in the
night fo: twelve months.
"I seemed to have lost use of every por-
tion of a.y body except my tongue, but
my husband laughingly said he never
missed • word from my speech. I WM
brought to the infirmary in a chair and
before three months had passed I met
my husband at the door on crutches. I
had walked about my room on crutches
for some time, and now went to my
meals. If my condition be considered,
my improvement was rapid. I now walk
where I please, up stairs and down,
down town, to church, and all without
the use of a cane, and feel that I _am
comparatively well.
"I write these facto with pleasure hop-
ing they will be a benefit to the many
so afflicted and feeling sure that there is
a cure for most and a relief for all at the
infirmary. I can speak a kind -welootne
and splendid treatment for all who come
to this infirmary. No nioer or better
qualified operators can be found.
"hiRi. A. P. WILLIAMS."
For information or Catalogue and
Journal address,
THE SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF OSTEO.
PATHY, Incorporated, FRANKLIN, KY.
THE ANTI-TRUST CONFERENCE.
The anti greet conference to be held
in Chicago on Lincoln's birthday. Feb
12, will bring together a number of men
of great eminence in the nation, and all
noted for their Intelligence, • ffective
and uncompromising hosteity to trusts.
II will ke remembered that a few weeks
ago a conference was held under the au-
spices of the Civic federation, which
professed to be wholly a discussion of
the trust problem pro and con. It was
then that Mr. Bryan met and defeated
the high attorney of plutocracy, Burke
Oochran. This coming conference is to
cliffell from the hitter, in that it is to be
made up, so far as its promoters can ar-
range it, only of men who are distinctly
hostile to the trusts. Iii. expected that
heroic measures for the destruction of
these monopolistic combinations will
be advised, and it in very notable that
in the long list of names of those inter-
ested in the affair which is given out,
nearly all are Democrats or associated
with the allied forces that made the bat-
tle in 1696.
In truth, the anti-trust conference
will be in all essentials a Democratic
conference for it is through the machin-
ery of the Democratic party that trusts




Lobby of Capital Hotel
Scene of Tragedy.
THE AWFUL DETAILS.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 16.—There
were bullets and blood at Frankfort to-
day.
Two men were killed outright.
Another died this afternoon
Two others were wounded, one so











Mr. Scott was killed by ex-Congress-
man David G. Colson, of Middlesboro.
It will be remembered Stilt Colson and
Scott had a serious altercation at Annis-
ton, Ala., while they were ia the army
eeivico Colson was Colonel of the
Fourth Kentucky regiment. A shooting
scrape resulted from the trouble.
AT DAGGER'S POINTS.
Since that time, the men have been
bitter enemies, and their friends had
long feared another personal encounter,
and had resorted to every Means to
keep them/tom meeting.
Today they met by accident in the
:obby of the Capital Hotel.
DREW PISTOLS.
Both wet e armed and as soon as t h. y
recognized each other they drew tneir
pistols.
They began firing eimnitaueourOy.
DEMAREE KILLED.
Scott's aim was bad. his bullet
missed his enemy and struck Mr L. G
.
Demsree, of Shelbyville, a bystander,
in a vital spot.
The unfortunate man threw up 
his




At the first exchange of fire Ben
Golden, of Middlecleore, was shot and
badly wounded.
Charles Julian, of this city, was shot.
He died at 2 o'clock.
He was a brother of Mayor Julian.
Harry McKwire of Louisville, was
shot in the foot.
SCOTT FLED.
When Scott missed Colson, he turned
and ran down the basement or the ho-
tel.
Colson followed him and emptied his
revolver into the back of the fleeing
man.
Scott's body tumbled down the stairs
GREAT EXCITEMENT.
It struck 0. D. Redpath, breaking his
leg.
The tragedy has caused a great sensa-
tion here, and wod exeitement prevails.
BRADLEY'S NEPHEW.
Scott was a nephew of ex-Gov. Brad-
ley.
0o:son is one of the best known and
most ieflaentiol poIitic1sns in upper
Kentucky.
Both be and his victim had been prom
ineut as Republicans for years.
GAVE HIMSELF UP.
Ool. Coleou, shortly after the tragedy,
surre .dered himself to the proper au
thoraies. He h. now in jell.
It was learned after he gere himself
ue, that Oul-ou hel been wounded
in the arm.
He is suffering intensely from his
wounds, which my prove fatal, as
lockjaw is feared.
The coroner's jury cherges Olson
wih killing all three of the victims of
the tragedy.
In the duel Tuesday Colson used
two piteole. Alter emptying a Oolt, he
coolly drew a Smith & Wesson. Scott
emptied one pistol. Eighteen shote were
excnanged. Scott was struck by eight
bullet. In all, fifteen shots took effect
as follows: Scott, a bullet in temple,
ODC in throat, three in lungs, three in
back; Demaree, two in heart;
bullet in calf of right leg; Cep'. Gold -
eh/ t wo ballets in spine; Colson, ballet
splintered right arm from wrist to
elbow, bullets tore his cuffs and sleeves
to shreds. Nobody not in the line of
fire was touched. 0 D Redpsth Was
accidentally knocked down stairs and








I See Sam Frankel 
Ii
Embroideries,
If von want c1o5e prices ' rfinn.Laces, Allovers
oh White Crhods, Li heil,4 LA 143 White Goods.
and Table Linens,
HIS UNKNOWN VISITORS
Called at Mr. Latbam's Offit4 and





When Mr. 0 M Lithely, president
of the Medley Reel Oo , came down to
his office in the Beard block yesterday
he found that he had had callers. They
did not leave their cards nor any clew
to their identity They had come in the
night, end departed. Their interest in
Mr • Letham's welfare was attested by
their removal of a fine diamond ring,
worth $100, a handsome revolver, and •
check for about $20 Mr. Lalnsm had
carelessly left these valuable articles
locked in a roller top desk. His
visitors fearing that they might
he anticipated by unscrupulous pereons
broke the lock of the desk and removed
the valuables beyohd the reach of any-
one else, including the owner.
The loth of the door waseemoved from
the Weide. How the visitors effected
an entrrnoe is a mytery which Mr. La-
tham nor the police have yet solved
Payment on the check was stopped.
WHALLEN AND •
RYAN INDICTED,
ESPECIAL TO NEW Eit•E
FRANKFORT, Ky, Jan. 16 —The
Franklin county giapd jury returned
indictments against John fl. Whallen
and Charles H. Ryan, charging them
with unlawfully ci aspiring to bribe
Senator S. B. Harrel
Bench watrants were at once issued
for Whallen and Ryan, bond being
placed at $1,000 in each case.
The oases were set for trial on Thursday
the 25th inst.
DETENTION CAMP
Established At County Farm—Patients
Are Doing Well.
Mayor F. W. Dabney and County
Judge Caneler, acting jointly for the
city and county, have t nrchased com-
fortable tents and cote for the three
small ie patienteoand those who have
been expcsed to the contagion. Under
the direction of Dr. Claude Banks, the
physician in charge of the detention
camp, the paraphernalia is being taken
to the county farm and the patients and
occupants of the camp will be removed
there at once, pending the completion of
the buildings, now under construction.
The cams are mild and no danger of a
spread of the disease is apprehended.
The three colored men are rapidly re-
coveziog.
LOOSE TOBACCO.
Large DelhPry Of The Weed—All Fac-
tories Ruining On Fall Time.
The local re-handling houses are all
running on full time with Increased
forces of laborers. Daring the past week
the delivery of loose tobacco at the fac-
tories has been unprecedented for' the
season. A protracted season of wet
weather was favorable to haedling the
weed in barns and preparing it for de-
o.eo, epee see
Long wagon trains can be seen every
day and at all hours drawn up before
the receiving t Mee. at the severel fac-
tories where laborers are busy diseharg•
ing their valuable fresght. The wagons
begin to roll through the streets by sun
up and this is kept up throughout the
day.
GOOD WHEAT PROSPECTS.
A gentleman from the Kennedy,
Southern Kentucky neighborhood, to
day reported that there Is a splendid
outlook for wheat in that section, and
that there are a number of large crops
seeded —Olarksville Courier.
WANTED—Men with rig to sell our
Poultry Mixture. Straight salary, $15
weekly and expenses. Address with ,
stamp: EUREKA MPG. CO., East St.
Louis, Ill.
CHAS. bURBRIDGE TO MARRY.
Invitations have been received by the
friends of Mr. Charles Tandy Bur.
bridge to his marriagewith Miss Marie
°crime Keller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Keller, of 4464 West Pine
Boulevaid, St. Louis. The marriage
will occur at 7 :3t) o'clock at the bride's
home. Mr. Barinidge is a native of
this city and grew to manhood here
Many friends who remember him will
join in congratulations
, New Store and
New Stock of 1
HARDWARE AND 1
HOUSEFURNISHIPROS.
New building, next door
to Clark & Co., Main St.
A. J. Meador.
sr-Natioaa-Nir.
(SPIIICIAL TO NEW ERA)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 16. —T
Appellate Court today riinineted lb
ii.junction against Oochran and id
the rump cinnweisioners appointed
Gov. Taylor to succeed Capt. Ellis an
Judge Pryor on the Stkte Electio
11, oashier, to fill
Board.
The decision states emphatically theft
the 'Oovernor hal no right to appoiltil
the men.
A dissenting opinion was made 14
Judges learusen Gaffey and Darille.
Blackburn Elected.
(epfciAi. TO NICK' illtA.I
PRANKFOR I', Ky, Jan. 16
J. 0. S. Blackburu was formally elected
United States Senator today by the to
elouses on separate ballot.
The election was held today as e 411
last Tuesday on account of doubt as
which wee the proper day.






Mr. Jam A. Radford, the popular
young farmer and breeder, steam to be
pursued by relentless ill luck. It bite
been but a short time since he lost one
of a span of horses for which he hal re-
fused f4,000. On the heels of this mis-
fortune comes the announcement of the
death of three valuable trotting and
harness horses.
They were being prepared for the-
spring campaign onlir. Radford's farm,
six miles south of the city. A veteri
Ionian from Terre Haute, Iud ,who bad
been a guest at Mr. RadfOrd's home,
prescribed • compound of crotor. 'oil.
turpentine and linseed oil The. sni
mats were drenched with this potion
Saturday, and that night all three dlied.
The horses had fast records.
WHEAT.
Many men would epeaulate if hey
knew how to go about it. Every order
a customer sends tie is executed on
Board of Trade, and codeequently ex-
erts some influence on general market.
Writefus. Reference, National Bank of
Comment*.
BERT H. LANG & CO.,
No. 415 Chamber of Oomineroe,
St. Louis, Mo.
(Our Mr. Lang is a member of Boar]
of Trade Directory) No27,3t
WYLY WILL MOVE.
Mr. C. K. Wyly will, this week, move
into his old stand on Main street, next
doer to T. M. Jones. • The interior of
the building has been remodeled
throughout and fitted with haw gems
and costly fixtures. A tile floor has al
PO been put in. Ills one of the prettiest
and most conveniently arranged drug
stores in the city. Mr. Wyly wilropen




Christian county will send its contin-
gent of Republican witnesses tn Frank-
fort this week. .Among those summon-
ed are Judges James Breathitt, J. I
Landes, County Clerk John P. Prowse,
Vince Williamson, and about a dozen
colored men. They will leave at 5 a. in
tomcri ow for Frankfort.
PLEASANT HOUSE PARTY.
Quite a pleasant party of young peo-
ple are spending the week at Rock Hol-
low, the hospitable country kolas of
Mr and Mrs. John D. Clardy, jerhere
their cliarmitig niece, Mies MamIM Mae-
sic, is the hostess.
Among the risitors are Misses Lettitia
Fairleigh, Ifitry Barbour, Annie Todd
Kelly, Willie Rust and Toney Ware;
Messrs. A. P. Crockett, Wallace Kelly,





committee of the Council has divided
the city into two fire districts, the No.
1 engine home being in the lower, and
the No. 9 in the upper district.
' MORGANFIELD—W. M N right, a
popular run Mau of this city, has
been elected by the board of directors of
She People's Beak to the position of
the vacancy canned by
She resignation of Martin Scott.
ELKTON.—Judge Petrie's condition
is practically unchanged, with • alight
improvement over yesterday. It beim
now to be only a question of vitality.
•PilINCEI0E.—The so called small-
pox her.- is in very mild form, arid has
caused no itroonveuteuce whatever.
There has-bsett a gem ral vaccination.
The cases are all confined and isolated,
and it is tlitouglit the patients will be
ell in a few days.
MADISONVILLE Clande-Cavanah,
the young man who got hart at Zsnt-
meyer's sawmill, on Elk creek, about a
month ago, died from his injuries.
HARIFORD.—U. 0. Barnett, one of
the county's most popular teachers, ear-
ly in March will go to Rooky Oomfort,
Ark., to take charge of the principal-
ship of the graded scloceol uf that town.
BRAVER DA,—Tbe Taylor Coal
Cionipany is putting in some of tbe lat-
est and meet improved electric machin-
ery at their plant a; Taylor mines. The
Minna, company store and the hotel,
will be lighted by electricity, and the
coal will be pulled from the mouth of
the mines to the tipple, by the same
power.
OALHOOV.—Harrall Bros, of Indi
ans, are sawing one thousand scree of
timber near Big Lick. They will start
two saw mills this week, employing
about one hundred men, and two crews
will be worked day and night.
KUT raw A.—Subecriptions to the
Kuttawa high school are rapidly being
secared by J. 0. Glenn and others.
Prof. J. R. Bass, of Eaglesville, Tern ,
has visited the town and agreed to Like
charge of the school with a mope of six
teachers as soon as the buildings are
completed.
.1101••.
I Suit and Overcoat F
i
ISale at FrankelsNo fire-damaged clothes,no old clothes, New freshstock
$4.50




(Special, TO New ERA)
FRANKFORT, Jan. 18 —The visit of
Hon. W. J. Bryan thin week WM an
event of much interest.
Tuesday night he was given a ban-
quet at which be, Senator Blackburn
and Senator Goebel spoke.
Wednesday he witnessed the election
of Blackburn as U. S. Senator by the
joint ballot, and delivered a strong ad-







“1 he prettiest I have
ever seen" is a continu-





Ready For Business 
a, sure prediction. See
ran kel 's spring novel-








WE BRING TO YOU




Improved by Science to a PLEASANT, PE
For Coughs, Colds, and all Inflamed Surfaces of the
Dr. BELL'S PINE-
ENT, POSITli CURE
gs and Bronchial Tubes,
R-HONEY
The sore, weary cough-worn lungs are exhilarated, the
microbe bearing mucus is cut out, the cause of that ticklik
removed, and the inflamed membranes are healed and soothed so
that there is no inclination to cough.
A COLD! A COUGH! CONSUM
My little daughter has been subjectto severe colds and croup, and ofWn
taken with violent coughing spells at
night. Dr Bell Pine-Tar-Honey isthejanly preparation I have found that
will remove her I think Ills necessary
In the household. — B i. Jason,
Louisville, Ky
I have been seriously afteceed fortwenty-flve yea= with a cough and
I have sold Pinpains in my side and breast that iv,,.
year. Find it a •causing me a imiserable'life. I spent
good seller. Sold
in cow in good heat
hundreds of dollars with doctors •uit
"'ilea-- \\ lia Howell, of t
Considered to have
pa medicine, but everything
u n 0 i I I tlArd Dr. Bell's Phae-Tar-Heney.
It beats the week!, and has saved my
Druggist, Orantsbii?. I recommend Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honeyluny,. II bites everybody with .1:6113! '''
Dessau., Grantsburg, Ill.
BEWAR
In buying Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar Honey 1yoU get as big a
bottle and more doses for 2•;‘: than you do of
other, but the druggist's profit is less.
ThPrrlorg• some druggists are persuading their eats.
tont. re I., bur teat wads to them means greater
Prunt• DON'T TOO xace IT. DEBRA/41h
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONE
-A- T-00 TA-1CM T;TO cyri-nmR. •
^ mikkoRe•
ION!
Roney for onedid remedy andbottles to Mimi
place, who was








Cases Out of Ten—A
disease is fully dev 
to attract say
oftepinefirst. or um!, in
1' cases, the doudIy
Cure Found at Last. Cancer can nut be uredl. by a smtgicaloperation. because the.jJisw, is a virulent
poison in the blood, circulating throughout the Oates!
. and although
the sore or ulcer—known its 'the Canner —pnify 
be 'cut away. the
poison remains in the blood, and promptly
 breaks oa,t afresh, with
renewed violence
The wonderful 'success of S. S. S. in curiag obstina4, deep-Heated
blood diseases which were co
nsidered inentible, induced a few de-
s apairing sufferers to try it for 
Cancer, after exhausting the skill of
the physicians without a cure. M
uch to their delight 14 S -r,)Vefi
INFINJ to the disease and promptly effe:ted a cure. The LOW,
•snread rapidly, and it was stsm demonstrate
d
tilyoni doubt thot a cure had at boa been
band for deadly Cancer. Evidence hit
s accu-
mulated which is incontrovertible, of which




i hariaign our family, my father, a
ei 
dreadful







my side. It wasa  a way as
to cause great alarm. The disease seemed 
beyond the
s1/401 of toe doctors. for their treatment did no
whatever, the. Cancer growing worse all the XIV
Nitinerous remedies were used for it but
 the Canoes am. a. IL IDOL.\
grew steadily worse, until it seemed that I was
 doterned
to follew the others of the family. for I k
now how deadly Cancer is, eepecially
when inherited. I was advised to try Swift's 
Specific (S. S. 8 I. which, from the
fret day, forced out the poison I continued 
its use until I had token eigliteen
bottles, when I was cured sound and well, and 
have had no tornptome of the
drea iful afflietion, though many years ha
ve elapsed. 8. S. 8. is the only cure
for Cencer.--Mas S M. Tom,. 1V inston, N. C.
Our book on ()ulcer, containing other 
_testimonials and valuable
information, will be sent free to any a




And Keep It Up All 1 hrough icioo Buy-
ing Staple and Fancy Dry Goods
From T. M. JONES.
. . . . Always a large and well assorted stock. The
newest and best at the lowest figures. (Jus/ Receiv-
ed.) A new line of French Flannels for Waists,
Dimities, Jones' Cambric,English Long Cloth,Check
Nainsooks, Xndia Linen, Art Linen, Irish Linen,
Linen Lawa, Table Linen. Napkins, Towels,
Val Laces and Insersions,
Hamburg Edges and Insursions,
Linen Laces and Insertions,
Imp. Linen Laces and Insertions,
Jackonet Edges and Insertions.
Swiss Edges and Insertions.
. . . . New Carpets. New Mattings, New Linoleuras
and Oil Cloths. To one and all a special invitation
to call before buying and I will make it to your in—
terest. Respectfully,
T. M. JONES,





VIRGiNIA STREET, HOPKINSVILLF, KY
Building Materials of All Kinds.
Cement, Lime, Paints, Oil, Glass.
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Preparations for this sale have been
underway for many months.
Our orders were placed before the
heavy advance in all classes of merchan-
dise was ever thought of.
We claim that our India Linens are
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nodes Iam li s gigabit
asoessonAllimbastitsfL of die plug& day. 1
i
lbw walla Poor-s- 11 yoldb, ,..
SAW BURGLAR IN HER ROOM.
Mrs. Bradshaw's Uspleasaat Experiesce
-Judge Wialree Robbed.
Strom Thnreday'eldally.
A burglar entered the residence of
Judge W. P Winfree early this morn
rig and stole a purse containing $I 25
He was frightened away before be had
an opportunity to take anything else.
About two o'clock, Mrs. Juliet Brad-
shaw, who I.. light sleeper, was awak-
ened by a slight noise made by some
0411 moving stealthily in her EOM She
noticed that her lamp bad been extin•
'Waited but by the dim Sr. light she saw
the shadowy osilinse of a man who was
standing in trout of a drowse, rummag-
ing la its drawees. Mrs. Bradshaw
called loadly fee Judge Wtatree, and
the bombe ran tato as adjoining sacs
espied nom. The nasinhees et the fain.
Uy instituted a search and found that
the ineradee had escaped through she
window by which be bad entered.
Owing to imperfect molding of the
window in ills unoccupied room, the
barites had foetid it easy to remove tin
lower posh. sod he had takes the pee-
. magnet to leave the window open. It
was discovered that the burglar had
home in Jade. Wtatree's bedroom, and
had litorosghly investigated the cos-
tae% of Judge Winfeee's coat and Von-
oars, and had pitched the clothes in the
door. Fortunately, he overlooked the
vest, heating at the bead of She bed,
'which contained • gold watch. Mrs.
Winfroo heard tle berslas leave the
ream, but thoeght be was some member
of the family.




A Ilimliberelk Vow* Is Itaielmg Game
RN&
Master Claim Walton has establish-
ed a phessantry, at she home of his
uncle, Mr Geo. 0. Loom on South Vir-
ginia street. He has recently received
a coop of ''llaglish Etingiveck Pbsas
saes" and proposes Le raise them for
sale.
The English and Mongolian pheasants
are bang insoossefatly propagated in
this country and are meet beautiful,
hardy sad prolific game birds. It our
Legislature would follow the example
of other stases and pale a law protect-
ing them for about five years, Kentucky
would soon be well masked with ph....
ant., and the popular quail have a rival
la the field of small game.
Nines Asour peopLe
T. L. Msosslsy will morn tonight
&nee a week's Deese's Wits to Louis-
ville.
Mrs. Fletemes Korman. of Valley
Station, Ky., is visiting her cousin, Miss
Jorinnie Beard.
Mies Mary Seamen, who has been the
guest of Miss Monte Martin, left this
morning for her home at Henderson.
Dr and Mrs. Presson Peter, of Oasky,
have gone to (intnrie to spend several
days wish friends before returning to
their home at Pittsburg, Pa.
Miss basks cloud, -who has been vis-
iting friends in this city, has returned
to uhristiau county -Elkton PrOelft as
„--
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
THE LATHAM :-Robert. Fletcher,
J. Itamaselater, P H Dorsey, N.
klaarrock. W. a Howard, Harry Jaen-
LOtibiT1110; O. J. Kiser, Geo, W.
Campbell', F IC Jewett, T. N. Forbes,
St Louie ; Jou Oster, W. Augsbury.
lieu X Votisellian, Olnolutiati;
Fore, J. W. Hamer, Indiana; B. J
°reicher, Warson J F Lash., Bi V
Kvan.vilie; F Auerbscif, N Y.;
T L tiara. N. o F Oemi bell, J E.Mo.
Kee, ri; W Beeaner, Oily; N. A. Ries),
Obl+wpe.
....von... •
illrOitY OP A aLATZ.
To bsebound hand and foot for years
by the chain, of disease is the worst form
of slavery• George D Williams, of
Manchester. Mien , tel:e bow such a
slave was made free. lie says: "My
wife has been so helpless for five years
that she could not turn over in bei alone.
After using two bottlee; of Electric Bit-
ters, she es wonderfully improved and
able to do bee; own ,work." This au.
peewit remedy for female diseases qniek•
L, cite-. nertnniutees. sleeplessnees, mel-
ancholy, tn.widiche, backaches. fainting
a ti rimer epells. This miracle working
e is a Godsend to weak,
roe down people. Every bottle guar
missed. Ouly fifty cents Sold by
L. L. Wain K. Wyly's, R 0. Bard-
sulk's. J. 0. Oook's and Anderson &
Feeler' s drat store*.
PROMISING YOUNG MAN DEAD.






Will Pass Resolutions De-
ploring Bloodshzd.
FRANKFORT MATTERS.
ISPIICIAL TO NEW ERA.;
FRANKFORT, Ky, Jan. 18.-Mr.
Haawell's resolution, introduced in the
House, to discharge the Governor's oon-
test committee, and asking for a new




Ministers of nearly all of tie Protest-
ant and Catholic chanties will tress this
Week $3 adopt resolutions deploring
Tuesday's bloodshed, the threatened
political stilt", and &mincing this hope
that trouble will be averted. The retro-
imitate will be non- partisan.
-- 
Testimony showing the use of thin
ballots in Eastern Kentucky counties
was presented to the Contest Boards
yesterday. An election judge from Ma-
goffin county testified that the helots
were se thin that they could be counted,
and many of them were counted, with
out being unfolded. Similar testimony
was introduced as to Knox, Martin,
Johnson and Pike counties ,
The Democrats in the Senate intro-
ducted today retaliatory reenlumons for
investigatiog the floaecial conduct of
the Stale prisons daring the Republican
administratIon.
Oongressman Bailey, of Tex.., aired
Ool. Oolson today offering his legal stir-
vines in his trouble,





The End Came Last Night At Bethel Fe.
male College.
From Thursday's daily
Mrs. A. F. Orintshaw, of Deadwood,
8. D., mother of Miss Myrtle Grim.
skew, Musical Directress; of Bethel Fe-
male Ooliege, died last night at the col-
lege where she has been visiting her
daughter
Mrs arieashaw had been an invalid
for many months and came to this city
from Dakota to eseaPe the danger* of
the rigid Northwestern *Ohmage. tutend
tug to remain during the winter Two
weeks ago Mrs Gritnehaer bad a second
stroke of paralysis, since which Hine
her condition bad been critical. Her
strength wale greatly impsired'hy the at-
tack, and all the rescuroes of reienre
were powerless to avert the eud When
It became eaident that she could not
survive, her hutbaue Was notided and
he arrived Mor day. The body was sin.
Imbued and this morning, accompanied
by the bereaved husband, left on the
long journey to the borne in Dakota,








Will Wriitiow, Jr. son of sY H.
Whitlow, dud this morning it the h. me
of b s parents in Pembroke. The
death cane- g r 1 seer-se
the young man WA. knowe.
Sir. Whitlow Wee a •a'red
of sh,..L esill. & Na-hewe
having held the on
FOR DIPLOMAS.
Goody Board Will Conduct Examine.
lions Saturday.
Operator at F, • toat • t ,
Several w- .s ago Si.. was Ise-ttI and
was remove I te Peotbrolie Ill. or,
then improved rawly, bus a few Ass s
art he "ruff r d a r•i4p...• Faseral sot
wkwa eilb- Si.' le -1.r map•iin
10.fusock in tic B eel .stenek in 13, us
Woke.
The County ostd of Examiner', coo-
Meting of MIS Katie McDaniel, Super-
inteneleut ; Prof.. AC. Kaykendall sun
Livingstone MeOartuey, will meet in
the Oonuty Sapertutentient's office Set'
urday to oondasit the written examine
Hon of applicants for the common
school diplomat.
Those who have completed the oourse
prescribed in the county 'schools are eli•
gible and the diplopss will admit the
holders to the frseh class in the
State college without further examina-
tion. There will be about fifteen appli-
cants.
j SEE FRANKEL'S I
• SHOW WINDOWS, I
t They speak for them-




Stamp Tax Oe Telegraph Messages And
Express Receipts May Be Repealed.
MAGNIFICIENT OPPORTUNITY
To Buy Clothes At Marvelously*
Prices-Moayou's Great Sale.
Sioeyon's great fire sale was inaugu-
rated yesterday and all dsy In the
store was crowded with delighted ens-
Comers.
They found wonderful bargain• s there
of all sorts.
Moayou's store keeps its word. When
it said the entire stock would be ()tweed
out at half price, it wai perfectly hoe
est.
A great part of the goods is ja&t ha
good as new, and if you want to ict a
good deal MOTO than your money te
woth, the opportunity is t ffered you.
Jost think of it ! You can buy a good
suit of clothe; for $2 60 Yon can get
an elegant overcoat for $4 00. You can
purchase a pair of sho ei for 25 cent,.
What do you think of One ?
And all other goods are beteg ete:d
proportionately low pri -es.
Sul. pose Moayon does lo,e big
at
money
on the sale. It will be all right s. hun-
dred years from now, and the store will
certainly mike itself soldemish every
regular oust ; user and add (cores of new
patrons.
A most cordial invitation is xtv. ded
to the (litigant; of Hcpkiusville aid




Darius the last two or thrs y ars
very great improvement has been made
in the treatment of diseases of the i earl
Oases formerly cousiderrd incureblr
now readily yield to new remedies. The
The well known specialist tn treatiog
heart diseases, Fraeklin Mlles, M. D
LL. R., of (Thivago, will seem $2 50
worth of his new Special Treatment
free to any Of our offileted readers.
This liberal effete is for the purpose of
demonstrating the unusual curative
powers of his new Treatment for Heart
troubles, such as short breath, pain in
the side, oppression in the chest, Irreg-
ular pulse, palpitatiou, moths-lire/
spells, puffing of the ankles or erm ley
It is the remit of twenty•fotir yoms
of careful seedy, extensive researsh,
and reuis,kable experience in treating
the various aliments of the heart,
stomach and servo*, which ito often
"Implicate each case.
The Treatmes$ Is prepared us finely
for each patient, as the result is vay
much more certain and sati.fectory.
Few physicians have sash coeflience
in their remedies. And there is no re-
son why all attested pteesons shoe d n t
avail themselves ef this liberal ce'er
No death °owe more saidenly thee
that from heart disease.
Mrs. :rank multi* of 12 Wabash Are.,
Chicago, was cured it heart dropsy. titer
tire leading phystcleas had given tor up.
Mr. Koester, of Chimp, was cured after
failure of ten able physicians.
A thousand references to, and testimo-
nials from, Bishops, Clergymen, Baokers,
Verniers, and their wives will be sent free
on request. These include maay who hare
oven cured after fro:save to Aileen physi-
cians and professors teu pronounced them
-Incurable." Amonglibent are 11. A.Groce,
set Mountain tn.. klieg, III.; Mrs. sophis
snow berg. No. lei 21.t 4v'., S. Minneapolis.
Minn.; Mrs. A. P. colburn, Blessing, Is.;
Mrs. M. B. Motet/in, maws, Oho, and the
prosidt nts of two Mod/Wacollege',. etc.
Send at once to Fraiche Mile., M.
D , LL. B., 207 Stme Ste Chicago, Iii,
for free treatment bawl it is too late,
and please mention thieriper. 26,3t.
CAUSED BY CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. Rosa Coleraine Die, After Lingering
Illness, Near tl‘rndon.
:ow Thursday's daily.
Mrs. Rosa Coleman, 'blow of the lute
Wne Ooleman, a psnttieot ciezen
of South Obristian, died t 1 o'clock this
morning at her home ear Herndon.
Ounsumpoon caused I r death. For
several week. she had b a confined to
her bed, sinking rapid and the end
was known by her flini to be near at
baud. Mrs. Ooleman a one of the
most widely ktureu in
A "pecie; from Washington says: In
•lito nf the 4-xcese of revenue over Ex-
penditures and the probability that re-
ceipts will be larger out year than now
and that the Treasury will not need the
mont-y for current expenses. the linen-
; me of the Ways and Means Committee
nay; bsen directed to flab subject of in-
fen's, revenue, wish the te,a of amend-
is• e law it r•111144.1011 of taxee is fa-
merest. fn. cernwittee is not ready to
eat !el; $2 t --r six, but it may try to
repeat the memo tax e on s-xpress re-
gement (Artesian. Two
W. G. Fcx and Miss
survive her.
Funeral services will
late residence Friday me
remains will be interred
burying grounds The
conducted by Rev. H. D
city•
set nn I-I-graph meessgos, which
42.1 u it-, much in the 'serest





tladies in the Herndon v ity. Sae was




any Suit 01 Ove
our show window




Over Seven Miles Of Pi
1 be Producti
The ecanieg of the J
fight to the Opera Ho
causing much talk about t
public are anxious to %situ
the wonderful battle fo
modern giants. lhe mo
mated machine in eAis
use i to present the pic
The negatives are car
and a quarter miles of flu











then 1.6 to a second, Of Ila
time of Swenty•five rounds
minnts between each hay
minutes At such a rate
3400 different negatives.
Not a move of the gladi
referee or epectators that
fully portrayed. Every pi
and as natural as life.
No flickering. George Sil
the referee for the princip


































Mr. J. P. Braden a; b
a notary pr.blic by Gov,
and his commission dated
filed in the c eunty clerk'
morning. The comneissi
1904
SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC.
Low Some Fac:s _Appropriate of the New Al-
ataaac Fer
An interesting feetare of the farueiat
almanacs which have wait, their ap-
pearance for 1900 on the drug store
counters is the mysterious signs of therzodiac, whice had their origin, as have
i
all things astienennioal, along the banks
of the Ni.. The earliest people to make
I a cerium study of the stars seem to have
I been the shepherds, who, by
their longh ts 
r.-aeon of
wanderings far from ti
man, were most likely to
etnly the natural phenomena around
thvm They P0011 came to recoguias
the fact that certain stars constantly re-
curred with certititi mesons of the year.
For iustauce, the hellefai rising of
the bright star Sirius was found to co-
incide Wish tbr rising of the Nile, a sea-
son which to this day all Egypt eagerly
watchei for. l'eat the most trusty
watchers known to the ehepherds were
their own sheep digs. Hence the dog,
their ready sy hot of wetchfuleers,
was identified with this star and treble
platited'to the heaven; Struilarly, the
shearing season was always ushe:e.1 iii
by a certain ear, while the appearance
in the Best of another constebation, the
Pleiadce, heral led the tune fur sowing
their crop.
Argnik upon the principle that w but
WitI4 ',ve for the potent should be
I yeelly bepable of sererltig the rataler
ii II like: ospaedy, lb.' shepherds, who
thus Idektilled the history of the stars
tort:4 that of their daily life, begin to
trace the history of ilieit daily life
stars. Hence it is that WO bases each
homely signs as Talons (the bull.) Cap-
rioornu- (the goal), Aries (the ram),
Sere pin Cho dreaded ;oorpiou of the
rocky place.), L'.r. (the squally dreaded
lion of the desert), aed so forth, all of
which suns have remained to this day.
Pa&ITEUTED A TRetaaDT.
Timely information given airs, George
Long:uf New Struitsvilles,(AiMprevint
ed a dreadful tragedy and "eyed two
live*. She hid tried many remedies cud
doctors but steledily grew eerie until
careen to try Dr. King'. New Detour. ry.
One bottle *hull cured her, and she
write this mai vrious medicine also cm
red Mr Lseg of a severe attack of Pnea•
MOniA. Such cures are positively proof
of the tnediciues merit of Cos grind
remedy r curu,I, alt thrJat, chest and
tang tionbles. Only Eitio and $1 00.
Sold by L. L. Eleilea, O. K. Wyly'., R.
Berdeitck, .1. O. Geritt and Anderson
es Few ier, oruggiate. leeriest. teed.
AT THE PHOENIX.
Vie: PHOENIX :-L. E. Davidson,
Henderson; 0. B. Hotelman, Trentan ;
T D. Maxwell, J. L. Shesesley, W. 0.
WIIROV, Se Louis; i'. 0. Prewse, City ;
L Marshall, Nashville. E M. Ford,
Indianapolis; Dan Hateneeliorse ()eve;
W. It. Green, Oievelaed ;Fees r
Mound I lty ; U. U. Piokens, N. It.; A
Barnhuret, Oinetunatt; D 0 Helsell,
Chsttanooga; O. 1 'amuse, Louisville;
J Si, Ftooivito, Boston.
-
Sewing machines et klarikvIck's
f, 1kv 1w
GOES TO OWENSBORO
Ste Chas. Royalty who has had
charge of the locel file of the Metr sp-
olitau heinreuce Oompiny, wit it') to
Owensboro to direct the compaby's af-
fairs there Elven' he succeeded by
Mr (lid Gooch.
DEATH OF MRS. GARTH.
- --
Grief Over Husband's Critical llnes Pre.
cipitates [kart Failure.
S' Thur.day's
Mrs. Jenuie Gertb, stile of Mr. Webb
jattb, one of the weelshiest and most
I obtesnied citizems of Teed county, (Ledvery suddenly yesterduy at teruoon at 4
o'clock at Dr. Brigg'il iatIrmiry in
!Nashville. The circumstances surround-
,lug the death of the ex!elleut la ly,,
make the event doubly deplorable.
. Mrs Gsrth left her Some at Trenton,
I Sunday morning, for Nashville, to re-main several days with her busband,
I whose health for some time rest, bas
been very poor, and who is under treat-
ment at the infirmary. She was tu h.,ve
returned to her home this morning
A.snliden attack Of heart failure, in,
du!ed ill, thought, by gratf over Ler
husband's cieical cuuditloa, ended her
ate.
The body was brought to Trouton thi
mcraing aed funeral services will be
held this one:Toon at the LOMB of Mr.
k udereou Garth, a son of Mr. Webb
Garth, and stepson of the (tree:teed.
The sudden daath of Mrs. Garth, and
the Serious illness of Mr. Garin, have
oast a pall uf sorrow over the little city
of Trenton, where the ?swill has long
been pronduent, end closely identified
with ousiumes aud social affairs,
-,
I See 
the new Embroid- 1-
ones and Laces in Fran-
kel's show window.
GETS ACROSS




With the Boers Is Looked
For Immediately.
ENGLAND CHEERS UP.
(Cablegram to New Era).
LONDON, Eng., Jan. 18.-It is offici-
ally stated today that Gen. Buller has
crossed the Tugela river.
He is in full advance on the Boers.
A Servile battle is imminent.
Gen. Butler completely surprised the
Boers and occupiod the hills beyoud
Petgieters Drift, fifteen miles West of
Coleus°, on last Wednesday.
lie followed up the movement by
shelling the Boer trenches.
(Jou. Warren yesterday crossed the
Tugela, six intim farther to the Wiest,
near Wegou Drift, with all arms iu this
face of a hot end heavy tire from Boer
mention cud
He has 'Reeled a most satisfactory




1' allot. Token by DrItlek Sol-
diers Before Into Battle.
The names of tile l';ritisti killed fuel
wonnded after a battle are ascertained
by mean* of the itlentilleation cards
which all our 'midterm eatery sewed up
In Hie left hand corner of their klinki
tunlei.
On the card are written the soldier's
name. rank, regimental number, to-
gether with the name and address of
his next of kin. The letter are added so
that the nuthoritlea may know where
to forward the effects of any soldier
who gets killed.
After an engagement the roll is called
as soon as the .regiments get back to
their camp. Every man who does not
answer is "ticked off" as missing, and
search is made for him on the field.
As the search parties come across the
dead awl wounded men they rip open
the tunic at the left hand corner awl
take out the Identification card.
The cards thus collected are carried
back to ramp and handed over to the
clerks of the general in command, who
therefrom compile the casualty lists.
After all the cards have been collected
the roll Is checked again and a note
made of those men of whom no trace
ham been discovered. These are usual-
ly presumed to have been taken prison-
ers, but it does not always follow that
the assumption Is correct.
In the corner of this tunic oppoette
the identification card every soldier
carries a small pad of bandages, etc.,
for dressing a wound. This "field
dressing," as It is called. Is added to
"Tommy's" equipment In order that he
may be his own surgeon untll medical
assistance arrives or may have the
wherewithal on him to bind' up the
woupds of a clintn.
You will probably be surprised to
learn that one of the last things "Tom-
my" does when ordered to the front Is
to make his will. altbough every regi-
ment contains n percentage or happy
go lucky fellows who do not worry
themselves about what will become of
their property when they no longer re-
quire U.-London Mall.
Now the Golf Cart.
If one would be thoroughly up to
date when be drives to the golf links,
he must now go there In his gelling
cart, for that is the newest thing that
the carriage makers have turned out.
The cart is a four wheeled affair and
looks like a dogcart or a game cart.
The body leis one of those moderately
high, boxlike bodies, with a concave
curve at the hack, the whole made of
solid wood instead of being perforat-
ed with holes, as is done with the game
carts, originally intended to take
gameeockii to the ,its and through
which perforations air was admitted to
the fowls, or slatted, as are the dog-
carts, the object In this instance beteg
to admit light and air to the, dogs.
A fellow's bundle of golf clubs needs
neither light nor air, and so they aro
carried in a basket strapped diagonal-
ly across the rear of the cart. much as
the hem basket is strapped to a road
coach. One of these traps asas shown
at the recent horse show, and It occa-
sioned seine comment among people
who were pretty -.sell up on carriages,
but the puzeie was not solved, as the
trap e-as one that was sent out of the
ring early in the game. A number of
these carts have lately been made for
shipment to the fashionable country
places.-New York Times.
Amateur Sign Painters.
Why will come amateur sign writers
practice their badly learned art npou
a public that only ilalibPS by to sneer?
On a church up Woodward avenue le
this sign in gold on the loulletlii
"Devine Service at 10:30 bluntly Morn-
ings."
The other day lids Ira, read cross
In it drug slurp window: "Bell Junes
Breath Purfunie rostively the Rent."
But here Is one you tufty see any day
well out on Lafnyette avenue:
"Iilanles Shoes Are the Most Cotup-
fortahle Made."
Almost as bail as this In the adver-
tisement of a certain tailor here in
town: "Cloths Called For and Deliver-
ed. Overcoats Prorated While You
Wale."
yet with bait a dozen eight sehoole
 Nif In the town too.-Detrolt Free Press.
Red Cross Meeting.
(Special to New Era. !
MIuWAUKEE, Will., Jan. 18.-The
erdertainmeut at the Pabst Theatee of
the Wisconsin Transvaal Red Cross as-
sociation wid be a great success. Over
five thousand tickets have been disposed
of and the officers of the association are
highly pleased. The following gentle-
men are expected to speak: .(boy. Se°.
Scotl-ld, Mayor Rose, Prof. R. B. Arid.
engin, G. Thelma, of Michigan, and
Rev. J. F. W. Roth, who was ranted in
Smith Africa.
A TEXAS WONDER.
Hall's Great Diecov PIT .
One suite: pestle of Hall's Great Di.-
ovary corm all kidney and bladder
ttoublee, removes gravel, cures diabete.e
seminal emission, weak and bone bark,
rheumatism ant oll irrogniaritiais of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
women. Regulate,* bledder trouble in
hildren. If tar t sold by your druggist,
.vill be sent by ma', on receipt of el.
One small bottle in two month's treat-
ment, and will rnre any case above
Hat,!.,mentioned. E. W. s 
Sole manufacturer, St. Louis, 31o.,
oreuerly Waco, Texas.
!•WA Of T. fl Arts istead,
Hc plc insvil le, ly.
READ THIS.
Jackeon, Miss., Jan. 17, 1011.
I have for years been a s nf,rer 
from
kidney and bladder troubles; I have
ppointed tried all remedies that I could find, and
Taylor, had almost given op all hope 
of ever
10 wan getting relief, until I 
tried Hall's Great
Will Be Reimbursed.
Losing the Charleston in Philippine
waters will Involve a claim against the
ghvernment by the men and officers of
the ship for personal losses sustained
by the vessel's sinking. Each man is
entitled to be reimbursed for every-
thing that he lost, It being required
that each article, however, shall be
enumerated and Its probable ratite giv-
en. When the American ships were
lost at Apia In the great hurricane of
March, 1889, congress reimbursed all
the men and officers. Some of the
claims of officers were as high as $2,500
and few were under 11,500.
Right In Style.
"Manse Milton, cud yo' glmme a few
ole meal sacks yo' doan' want?"
"What do you want with them, Aunt
Hannah?"
"Ah wants to make dem boys sum
coats. Dey hyard sum oh dem folks
at de minstrils say dat sack coats wud
be worn di. winter."-Clitcago News.
Prenk Advertising.
A recent pollee order in Chicago pro-
hibits freak advertising in the streets.
To one man arrested. dressed as an
Irish knight of olden times and bearing
a tin shield with an advertisement
:wen it, a police captain said: "Why,
that rig wouid make an automobile
balk. It shall not be permitted."
Elk. Deer and Lion (toiled.
In ten' years the elk will be lint a
memory in Colorado. so far as hunting
Is concerned. In 20 years the Ike!' will
lie unknown In this state tis a game an-
imal. Mountain thin hunting will soon
do away with those ritlim:41.4
Denver Republienn.
.50
, ce this Discovery. I am now 
using it and feel
r 4 in like a new mate 
Its effect is wonder.'





y .50 RAW FURS Wantethis week onl Write fFRANKEL'S $4 i rice list. A E. BURKHARDT. Ma
and Beoondi Cincinnati, Coi $
Cole Case Comes Up.r
BRIEF TELEGROAS1
Ii.. nre-er-wir 'PA
bought on meteor' terms at Lei Iny tOfl
SA o mares for hurdle treining.
It is denied that the Detroit and Minh..
igan State Independent Telephone+ Com-
panies have consolidated with the Bell
oinyany.
Savage, who left his home at
Bloomsburg. Pa., thirty five years ago,
and was mourned as dead, writes frotn
Spain that he is an offloer 1M the Span-
ish army, and has acquired a large for-
tune.
- - -
Fort Bayard, N. M , has been Cisme
tinned as a garrison post, and the build-
ings will be turned over to the Surgeon
General of the United States Army for
uses in connection with the general hos-
pital to be eetablished
A cotton will company with a capital
of 173,000 was orgarnzed at Selma, N.
o , Tuesday.
4 The American Steel & ire company
has advanced the wages of its employe.'
In the iron mines at OrowniPoint, Emex
eounty, N. Y„ 10 per cent
A cablegram from Weed a
condition of the Empress'
ager Duane of Schleswig Be
worse today,
At TOCCOA, Ga, the Oaipei
Mills. with $50,000 stook, was
Cotten
Praia 1-
French officials deny thee France ha.
asked America of this country's Woo-
tton. as to the "open door" in Olillia
cud the future of the Philipitines.
-
The French government expresses
:elf pleased at the settlement of 4*
Santo Domingo trouble, which, scoot*.
log to a telegram from Admiral Rich-
ard, was a cemplete •ictol y for Frances.
i.
tThe Marquis of Lothian, lortiuer kee
er of the great seal of Scotland, is 
de
at London, aged sixty-seven yen's.
Lord Roseberry has resigned the Pres-
idency of the E!ghty Club at London,
In which he succeeded &Aristotle;
---- -
National Command, r J. A. Shaw,
the G. A. R., has aecepted an
lion to deliver an addrees at Knoxville,
Tenn , at the unveiling of a monument




(SPECIAL TO NEW SRA.)
WASHINGTON, D. C, Jan 18.
The retirement of (ben. Joseph Wheeler
from active service in the Philippines Pt
said to be sine to hia inability to eta
the climate. The President, it is sue,i .
is in favor of legislaiim which will ittl
Outsize placing (ben. Wheeler, Gen. Lae
and perhaps one or two other Brigadier-
Generals on the retired list
w-••••-• -
Another Contingent Sails
(Special to New Era.)
OTIOWA, Jan. 18 -The trausporlis
Laurentian and the Montezuma, carry'
lug another Canadian contingent te
South Africa , will sail from HAM'S
today, and the Pomerarian on the 20th.
The Western rquidrons go by the last
Warner.
Bremen to Hang Todayr
(Special to New Era.)
POTTSVILLE, PA., Jan. 18.-Thont-
as Bremen w'.11 be executed todaiL
Sher' f! Toole, of Schuylkill county, h
received many applications for pass
but will Allow none but the jury be
lecte, the physicians and the antboris
newspaper reporters to witneeti the ex
cotton.
Furs! Furs!
Only a few lea.
$9.99--Choice --$9.99
at Frank els. None dam




A ar was inaugurated e*
yesterday against this East T*0101140
Telfphooe Oc.upett,y. The ye nipany he
titled their patrons OA they bad raised
the rates 60 cents ifer month, and im-
mediately eveif merchant, but four, its
the city, and nameions private residee.
cep, ordered their phones one It is said
to be war to the knife, and the result
will be watched with interest.
Generni Lee•ft Modesty..
A month or se sifter his stIrrend
ficue.r! Lee went one thy to the still
near Iris lieme In Powhatau could
Va.. a Lich eerved also 114 the pot
offiee. Every body in tile town W-
in:4:2110y eager to eee him. end in
few inotecure the. store was erowd
The gt oeral was talking with the pr
prletor Clint crops and other mattees
and :quit-tired utterly unconscious of
the feet that the gathering of (lie resi-
depts wee due solely to Ills presence.
Suddenly he realised that everylexly
was watching Win and modestly said:
-lint I see I am keseping you from your
ninny curtowers. Pardon me!" anti at
once withdrevr.---1.adies• Dome Jour-
nal.
Martin's Way.
Irlatiniell tire lin-hoed to word pe
version: but, says a writer in l'he Xiii
teenth Century. the following desert
tion if glow epeeeli Willell often
generi.ted Into a stammer ellowe t
occasionally they use the best wor
possible In espinining a thing:
"Ws it gliare sort uv way Marti
talk-'" wild Pat. "It's es if he Ink the
55111-1b, out his lllll t' uuuu Inked : t
'tete Isl'ff Wt ht. giyeK..C111 t.7.."
True.
las-timer- And what 111/111 IA most
to retell that elevation whence t
earth may be I Imved "as one va
ple
e (in the nutlienee)--The one tit
WIT Ls in a powder mill.-Life.
Clear I nderstanding at Start,
Newlywed ;after the ceremonyi-
you really think I shall make it g
mate. darling?
Mrs. Newlywed-01i you're all rig
Dore do you like your captain ?- -Phi
delphia Irs'eord.
[sPICIAL TO mu omitted
1303TON, Jan. 18 -Charles H. Cole,
ex-pre,ident of the Globe National
I Bankas arraigned today charged with
embezzlement of 1900,000. This case is
attracting considerable attertion in the
financial world. So much bas been said
if the three "0" syndicate that all are
looking forward to the exposure of their
methods of doing business, and no doubt
they will cause a great sensation.
Federal Elections In Can-
ada.
(Special to New Era)
OTTAWA, Jan. 18 -The nominee
floe" for the candidates for the seven
vacant constituencies are being held to-
day. The returning officers and places
at which nominations are held are as
follows: Wipnipeg, George Adams;
West Ontario, Stephen A. Flummerfelt ;
nomination at Stiatiffyille; Labelle,
Horace J Kearney, Papineauville; Ben-
Shier, M. E. Rowleau, Berthier ; Oham-
bly-Vercheree, Louis Racicot, Longue.
Lothbiniere, H. Legendre, St.




Betty Wagoner and her husband Alex
Wagouer found marriage a failure.
Their destinies were linked in8ept. 1896.
Soon after which, she avers in a peti-
tiou for divorce, he abandoned her, and
has:aince made no provision for her
support.
Statue Unveiled.
[CANLIORAM TO NNW IRA.;
WASHINGTON, Jan. 18.-The statue
of Daniel Webster preempted to the Go-
vernment by Station Hutchins was un-
veiled here on this, his birthday, today,
with appropriate ceremonies. Senator
Chandler, of new Hampshire, presided
Over the exercises which were held at
the Lafayette _Op irs House. Senator
Lodge, of NewHampshire,made a speech
after which the President accepted the
gift on behalf of the United States. The
The Committees and invited guests




All Goods That Were Dam-
aged By Smoke at Ualf Price.
Many Dollars to be Saved.
Clothing at Half Price,
Shoes at Half Price.
In fact All Goods Slaughtered
In Their
DAMAGED BY SMOKE SALE













we will close out
at Half Price. It
is useless for us to
say that "KNOX"
makes the best
stiff hat in the
world. Those of
you who have us-
ed them know this































price from $1 to
$3 that we will
sell in the same
son hats regard-
less of price we
will give k off the
prices, also on
men's, boys' . and
children's caps.
Now is the time
to cloth your
head. We can save
you big money on
these goods now.






Has been a Hummer. They are go-
ing like a "house afire." Everybody
marvels at their cheapness.
Better come soon, -3O0 suits wont
last long at the rate they are going.
Another Demi
300 pairs Men's *tmple Gloves, all
kinds, worth 50c to $2.50, to be sold at
one-third off.
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LIGHTS oF THE FACE.1
• TALMAGE.CALLS ATTENTION TO
THE HUMAN EYE.
- --
Whervvels et Tithe Uremia Plot • tlie na-
betso sertsees. es the t re•tor-D11-
vilya•iy cielooteuesiest 1.1titith nn 
the seat.
(copyright. Louis K h. 1.40.1
' WASIIIINGTON, Jan. 14.-In this die-
CORM Dr. Talmage, In owu way.
'eallie attention to that part of the hie
lean body uever perhape discoursed
Mon in the pulpit and challenges us
ail tO the study of ounriscienee. Teat,
'Psalm xcli, 9, "Ile that formed the
rip. shall he not seerThe imperial organ uf the human
system Is the eye. All tip and dowu
tbe Bible God honors it. eatole la illus
mates it or arraign. :t.
'end thirty-four times iS it illt.Oti011et I
la the Bible. Oinnipresenee-- t he ey es
et the Lord are iu eveey place.- DMus
eare-"as the apple of tae eye." The
Cloods-"the eyelids of the niornidg."
Irreverence-"Lhe eye that tnocketh at
its father." Prkle-"oh. how lofty are
their eyes." inattentlen--the fool's
eye in the ends of the earth." Divine
inspection-"wheels full of eyes." Suds
denness-"tn the twinkling of an eye at
the last trump.•' Olivetic sermon-"the
light of tiw bedy is the eye." This
morning's text. "Ile that formed the
eye. shall be not see?"
ilis Surgeons. the tioetors, the anato-
mallitallie the physioloaiats understand
emelt of the glories of the two great
lights of the Whoa race. but the vast
multitude's go oa from cradle to grave
without any appreciation of the two
great masterpieces of the Lord God
Almighty. If God had lacked any-
thing of infinite wisdom, he would
have fatied in creating the human eye.
We wander through the earth trying to
see wonderful sights, but the most
wonderful sight we ever see is not so
weladerful as the instruments throngh
which we see it.
It bas been a strange thing to me for
ID years that some scientist with
enough eloonence and mnenetlsni did
not go through thg country with Mug-
traded lecture on canvas 3o feet
square to startle and thrill and over-
whelm Chrinteteloin with the Diarvels
of the human eye. We want the eye
taken from all its technicalities and
some one who shnil lay betide n11 talk
about the pterygomaxillary fissures,
the sclerotic& and the chitieula of the
optk nerve and in plain. torninou par-
lance which you and I awl everybody
can understand present the subject.
We have learned men who have been
telling us what our origin is and what
we were. Oh, If some one should
come fortb from the dies...seine table
and from the classroom of the universi-
ty and take the platform and asking
the help of the Creator demonstrate
the wonders of what we are:. If I re-
fer to the physiological facts seggested
by the former part of my text, It is
only to bring out in plainer way the
theological 1..ssons Me latter part
of my test. "Ile that formed the eye,
shall he not seer
Etteele All others.
I suppose my text referred to the bu-
sman eye since It excels all others in
structure and adaptation. The eyes of
1mb and reptiles and moles and bats
are very simple things because they
have not much to do. There are in-
sects with a hundred eyes. but the
handred eyes have less faculty than
the two human eyes. The Matt beetle
swimming the summer pend has two
ere under the water and two eyes
ahem the water, but the fetir insectile
• bot equal to the two human. Man
placed at the head of all living crea-
tures must have supreme equipment.
while the blind fish in the Mammoth
cave of Kentucky have only an un-
t
developed organ of sight. an apology
lifoc the eye. which if through some
'crevice of the mountain they should
go into the sunlight might be develop-
ed Into pottitive eyesight.
In the first chapter of Genesis we
Ind that God without any consultation
created the light, created the trees,
'created the fish, created the fowl, but
when he was about to make man he
ealled a conventioneede411Spity, as
-illedhead were to be enlisted in the
achievement "Let us make man."
Pat a whole ton of emphasis on that
word "us." "Let us make man." And
If God called a convention of divinity
to create man I think the two greet
questions in that conference were how
to create a soul and how to make an
appropriate window for that emperor
to look out of.
See bow God honored the eye before
be created it. Ile cried until chaos
was irradiated with the utterance.
"Let there be light:" In other words.
before be lutroduced man into this
temple of the world he Illumined It,
prepared It for the eyesight. And so
after the last human eye has been de-
stroyed in the final demolition of the
world stars are to fall. and the sun IS
to cease tts shining, and the moon Is to
tura into blood. In other words, after
the human eyes are DO more to be
greeted by their shIning the chan-
Wieners of beaten are to be turned out.
KW to educste and to bless and to help
Moe. human eye set on the mantel of
&saran two lamps-a gold lamp and a
waver lamp-the one for the day and
the tomer for the night.
1 TO show how God lemurs the eye
look at tbe two halls built for the reel-
*we eir the eyee. Seven bales mak-
Allg the wall for emelt eye. the seven
*sere reriewsfy wrought togetber.
lEhistly palace of Ivory is considered
Melt. bat the balls for the residence of
eke lumen eye.; are Metier by eo much
as human hone is more sacred than
ellephanthse tusk. See bow 4';o41 hon-
ored! tbe eyes when he made a reof for
illisma so that the sweat of toll should
Mei smart them and the rain dashing
ismitast the &reheat! might not /rip In-
TE• FIRST BABY.
illa Oessing is Looked Forward s.
irmik Both Joy and Fear and its
lige Arrival is Railed With
?ride and Delight by All.
The arrival of the first baby In Oh
household is the heppitet and most ims
r t event of married life. Th.- yeengfelasirlho is to become • mother delights
to think of the happiness in store for her
'rhea the little one shall nestle upon her
breast and latterly she shall hear it lisp
the sweet and holy name, "mother."
Ikao farm happy anticipation quickly van-
ish...wheal the realizes the terrible pain
lid suffering through which she must
piss while bringing the tittle one into
1111111WOrid. An indescribable fear of the
plidatitendant upon the ordeal soon
bee joyf u 1 nese.
s of women have learned
by seperience that there is abeolutely
meassomity for the sufferings wnich to-
tem. ahild-birth; they know that by
tie me of "Mother's F'rieod"-e scien-
tifle liniment-for a few weeks before
the trying hour. expectant mothers car
so prepare themeel dee for the final
hour that. the pain and suffering of the
dreaded event are- entirely obviated and
it ie safely passed threugh with com-
paratitely little discomfort.
All women are interested, and es-
=lexpectant mothers who for thee have to undergo this trial. in
GaAs reread, ; for they know the pain
end suffering, to say nothing of the dan
'Pt, width ie In 'tore for them. "Moth
orielhieue Is woman's greatest bles-
11111111se it takes her safely through the
1=iordeal of her life. Every woman !lms glad to read the little book
191sicee &thy is Born," which eontains
Infermation of great value to all. It
WOI be sent free to any one who sends
&Mr address to Thp Bradfield Rego,
boor Co.. Atlanta, Ga. 1,
82.76 BOX RAIN CONY
ROW WA sa,sso %seer eu eeseese
rimer 1st Cis( %Teel! fer
SENO NO MONEY. la 'I"' "'"send to J...
eento year 1.010111111.1 10.111111. 1116118 arbor 0
ream bady aa bodeide elk* erle
rint soder 00, idaiee op soder aver. sad
die gni mad you th1. cos r tor e Wear,
CAA, sobyert to mastaattea. klt-
allinain sad try It on at your ',torrid
*RPM.. otlin. sad It hood esnelle
repreuesisrel sod dee dad eresederlo.
aelos yea ere.. eau er Yard 401. sad
eay *OW y•• ••• !•••• free. ns y the es pre... west aie. Mesa mute, isa.es, en
4167 rtoterjrn17111A4 I: NEON. bows low
style, easy arth.,r, row. woo.
••••••toci ww.A veer. woo. 11.000
reedit 1•11 Ley. trended.
m•efOr velvet re raw, plaid lining.
pf re eibasid Ito ital,,e
;:otTM evanneleed
• iiisssresp VW'S seer •••••••1 Gy ft. or
aoy other honor re, Ir., tette easaidoe ,
of Mond Wm, tIntoelbe- p to IC 0,
sad ni,da. r,.. nr1 I to sod °Tor- I
aoM•all w to $10 pries for '
FREll 114111•LI 1000111 SO. IIML • Alkdevis.
ellellhaftrU CK a CO. ino.i eisic•00.
See. we steenteety refbalga-i4.00J.
. •
If "cotning events cast their shadows









sh e's "a 11
ready " for her






When. we see a young woman go out to
meet fate that way it brings to mind the
Frenchnian's saying of the Charge of
the Light Brigade. " It wasmagnificent
ificentbut it was not war." It is
to ste the young girl face t:elagture so
learlestslya but, it is not life. No young
woman is reads for married life unless
her physical condition is Up to the stand-
ard of marriage, in the health of all the
delicate womanly organs, and rarely is
thaNt.outhDegoisen.
men entering upon the
state of marrtage will find no friend so
helpful as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tioe. It gives Vigor and elasticity to the
organs peculiarly feminine, prevents the
dmins that rain the health, and makes
the ordeal of motherhood so easy that it
is practically almost painless.
" At an early At re of married life." writes
Mrs. Flora Ara. of Dallas. Jackson Co.. "I
was greatly bothered with pained periods, also
a troublesome drain which render
ed tee very
weak and unlit lkir work of any kind. became
so thin there win not hing l•ft of me but 
akin aud
lame My hitt:It/n.1 heroine alarmed and 
got me
a bottle Of Faeotit. Prescription 
' After he
saw ti .e wonderful effects of that one he got me
two ntwe. and.rterT I used those up there was n
o
more pain. and l' began to gain in flesh ver
y
"DPird.lry....e TM'S COMMOD Sense Medical Ad-
yiser answers every question. It is seat
Tree on roceipt of 2 t one-cent stamps to
pay the ctet. of mailing only. For the
cloth-bound edition eenti at stamps. Ad
dress Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
ro thrill: the eyearows not trending
over the eye, but reaching to the right
and to the left, so that the rain and
the sweat should be compelled, to drop
upon the cheek instead of falling into
this divinely protected human eye-
sight.
Hbrineee h) (nod.
Hee how (kid hotiorttl the eye in the
fit,t pri.sented by nnatoiniats and
physloktithits that there are SOO coo-
t rival:MN In every eye. For WitUloW
alitItters. the eyviiila opening and dote
lug :Noss' deice it day, the eyelashes
so ...item meet! that they have their sta
ha thin as to what shall be atludtted,
stay ing to the dust, -Stay out," and say-
ing to the light, "Come in." For inside
curtain the Iris or pupil of the eye, tie-
cordiug as the light is greater or less,
contracting or dilating. The eye of the
owl Is blind in the daytime, the eyes of
some creatures are blind at night, but
the human eye eo marvelously con-
structed It cin see both by daY and by
night.
Many of tlie other creatures of God
can move the eye only from side to
side, but the human eye, so marvelous-
ly constructed, has one muscle to lift
the eye, and another muscle to lower
the eye, and another muscle to roll it
to the right, and another muscle to roll
it to the left. and another muscle pass-
ing through a pulley to turn it round
and rouna, an elaborate gearing of six
muscles as perfect as God could make
them.
There heals° the retina gathering the
rays of light and passing the visual
impression along the optic nerve about
the thickness of the lampwick, pass-
ing the visual impression on to the gen-
sort= and on into the soul. What a
delicate lens, %what an exquisite screen.
what soft cushions, what wonderful
chemistry of the human eye. The eye
washed by a slow stream of moisture
whether we sleep or wake, rolling Im-
perceptibly over the pebble of the eye
and emptying into a bone. of the nos-
tril. a contrivance so wonderful that it
can see the sun 95.000,000 of miles
away and the point of a pin. Telescope
and microscope In the same contri-
vance. The astronomer swings and
moves this way and that and adjusts
and readjusts the telescope until he
gets it to the right focus. The micro-
scopist moves this way and that and
adjusts and readjusts the magnifying
glass until it is prepared to do its
-- .-. c... ._ ____. _ _
touch beholds the star and the small-
est insect. The traveler along the Alps
with one glance taking in Mont Blanc
and the face of his watch to see wheth-
er he has time to climb it. tab, this
wonderful camera obscure which you
and I carry about with us, so from the
top of Mount Washington we can take
in New England. so at night we can
sweep Into our vision the constella-
tions from horizon to horizon. So deli-
'cate, so fiend-infinite, and yet the lightcoming 95,000,000 miles at the rate of
I 200.000 miles a second is obliged tohalt at the gate of the eye, waiting
1 until the portcullis be lifted. Some-
thing hurled 95,000,000 miles and strik-
ing an instrument which has not the
agitation of even winking under the
power of the stroke.
Divine tConetienet los.
There also is the merciful arrange-
ment of the tear gland by which the
eye is washed and through which rolls
the ttde which brings the relief that
comes in tears when some bereave-
ment or great loss strikes us. The tear
not an augmemat uf sorrow, but the
breaking up ef the arctic of frozen
grief in the warm gulf stream of con-
solation. Incapacity to weep is mad-
ness or death. Thank God for the tear
glands and that the crystal gates are
so easily opened. Oh, the wonderful
hydraulic apparatus of the human eye!
Divinely constructed vision. Two
lighthouses at the harbor of the im-
mortal soul under the shining of which
the world sails in and drops anchor.
What an anthem of praise to God is
the human eye! The tongue is speech-
less and a clumsy instrument of ex-
pression as compared with it. Have
you not seen the eye flash with indig-
nation, or kindle wIth enthusiasm, or
expand with devotion, or melt with
sympathy, or stare with fright, or leer
with villainy. or droop with sadness,
or pale with envy, or fire With revenge,
or twinkle with mirth. or beam with
love? it is trnieely and comedy and
pastoral mei lyric In turn. Have you
not seen its uplifted brow of surpriae,
or its frown of wrath, or Its routrac
tion of pain? If the eye say one thing
and the llpa say another thing. you be
Ueve the eye ruttier than the The
eyes of Arellibald Alexander and
dIairles G. Finney were the mightiest
. er their iterinons. George tVhite-
t .1.i • ,,,tiraiied grent aneembinges ith
hi. s. thelieli they were crippled
vtith .traeismit. alany a military
chieftain has with a look hurled a regi-
ment to victory or to death. Martin
Luther turned his great eye on an as-
eassin who eame to take his life, and
the villain fled. Under the glauce of
the human eye the tiger. with five
times a inan's strength. snaals back
into tbe African jungle.
But those best appreciate the value
of the eye who' have lost it. The Em-
peror Adrian by accident put out the
eye of his tiers-ant and he said to his
aervant: "What shall I pay you, in
money or in lands-anything you ask
me? I am SO sorry I put your eye
out." But the servant refused to put
any financial eatIniate on the value of
tbe eye. anti when the emperor urged
and urged again the matter he said,
"Oh. emperor, I want mailing but my
lost eye!" Alan for timee fer whom a
thick and impeeetrable veil is drawn
arroes the face of the heavens and the
fair of one's own kinered.
'that was a pethetic seem. when a
blind man lighbel a torch at night and
was found passing along the highway
and some on, mid. -Why do you carry
Le, lerin'ton 9:2* a la PI:36 p mthat tor+ when you esn't seer "Ala"
Gown." Benison, the giant, with his
eyes pet out by the Philistlues, is more
helpless than tie. smallest dear( with
vision undamaged .‘,11 the ay tupathies
of Christ nen, served '1% licit lic -a w
Bartineels with .1:tiletie.1 a
the only sul‘e \ made that we
read of %vie- ii.i x tune of dust and
Native and a leaver with trhich he
cured the eyes et a man blind from
his nativity. The value of the eye
shown as much by Its catastrophe as
by its healthful action. Ask the man
who for 211 y4 ars line not seen the sun
rise. Ash the man who for half a
century has not seen the face of a
friend. Ask lu the hospital the victim
of ophthalmia. Ask the man whose!
eyesight perisieel in a powder blast,
Ask the itartinieus who never met a I
Christ or the wan born blind who is
to die blind. Ask him. •
Cod Gives Sight.
How it adds to Johu Milton's sublim-
ity of character when we find him at
the call of duty oacrificing his eyesight.,.
Through studying at late hours anti]
trying all kinds of medicament to pre-.;
serve his sight he had for 12 years :
been cowing toward blindness. and aft-;
er awhile one eye was entirely gone.
His physician warned him that if he
continued reading and writing he
would lose the other eye. But he kept
on with his work and said after sitting
in total darkness: "The choice lay be-
fore me between dereliction of a su-1
preme duty and loss of eyesight. In
such a case could not listen te tbe
physicians, not if iEsculaplus himself
had spoken frotn his sanctuary. 1
could not but obey that InwArd moni-
tor. I know not what spoke to me
from heaveu." Who of us would have
grace enough to sacrifice our eyes at
the call of duty?
But, thank God, sonic have been en-
abled to see without very good eyes.
General Havelock. the son of the more
famous General Havelock. told me this
concerning Lis father: In India, while
his father and himself with the army
were encamped one evening time after
a long march, General Havelock called
up his soldiers and addressed them,
saying In words as near as I can recol-
lect: "Soldiers, there are 200 or 300 wo-
men, children and men at Cawnpur at
the mercy of Nana Sahib and his
butchers. Those poor people may any
hour be sacrificed. Ildw ninny of you
will go with me for the rescue of those
women and children? I know you are
all worn out, and ani I. But all
those who will tunrch with me to wee
those women fuel ehildren hold up
your hand." Then Havelock ataida"lt
Is almost dark, and my eyesight Is
very poor, anti I cannot IICe your rids-
tel hands, but I know they are all up.
Forward to Cawnpur!" That hero's
eyes, though almost extinguished In
the service of God and his countrY.,
could see across India and across the
centuries. But let ailybody whe has
one good eye be thankful and all who
have two good eyes be twice as tliank-,
ful Take care bf your eyes'and thank
God every moruing when you open
them for capacity to see the light. I
do not wonder at the behavior of a
poor man in France. He had been
born blind, but was a skillful groom in
the stables.
A surgeon riding up one evening
gave his horses into the care of the
blind groom. Late at night the trav-
eling surgeon went to the stables am,
found the groom still at Work upon the
horses, and the grateful and limps:
thetic surgeon resolved in the morn-
ing to reward the blind groom with
money. But In the night the surgeon
bethought himself that perhaps he
• give the groom something bet-
ter than money. In the morning be
said to the blind groom: "Step out into
the eutishioe. You are 40 years of age.
I eonid surely have cured your blind-
t”.IS if I bad seen you sooner, but
•••eue to Faris and I will give yeti sight
do not die under the operittion."
I •:.y ing e poor man's way to Perla
t he operatien wits successful. For the
arst time the man saw his wife and
children. and having taken a good look
at Mena he turned and said. "Let nie
look on my friend the surgeon, who
has opened ail this beautiful world to
me and shown me my loved oneie"
Was n..t t het glorious? Only thaw
who MIN been restored from utter
blindness ,-au appreciate the omnip-
. _ Vjeblet.e.
Wiadum of the Almighty.
The Earl of Bridgewater in his last
will and testament bequeathed $40.000
for essays to be written on the power
and wisdom and goodness of God as
manifested in creation, and Sir Charket
Bell, the British surgeon. fresh from
Coruna and Waterloo, where he had
been tending the wounded and study-
ing the formation of the human body
amid the amputating horrors of the
battlefield, accepted the invitation to
write one of those Bridgewater trea-
tises, and he wrote his book on the hu-
man hand. a book that will live as long
as the world lives. Today I have only
hinted at the spieudors, the glories, the
wonders. the divine revelations, the
apocalypsee of the human eye. and I
stagger Nick from the awful portals of
the physiological miracle which must
have taxed the ingenuity of a God to
cry out in y ear ears the words of my
text, "He that f•eneel the eye, shall
he not see?" Shall Herschel not know
as much as his telescope? Shall
Fraunhofer not know as much as his
spectroscope.? Shall Swanimerdam not
know as much am his. microscope? Shall
Dr. Hooke not know as much as his
micrometer? Shall the thing formed
known more than its maker? "Be
that formed the eye, shall he not seer
The remit of this question Is tremen-
dous. We stand at the center of a vast
circumference of observation. No pri-
vacy. Oa ue eyes of cherubim, eyes
of seraphim, eyes of archangel, eyes
of God. We may not be able to see the
inhabitants of other worlds, but per-
haps they may be able to see us. We
have not optical internments strong
enough to descry them; perhaps
they have optical instruments strong'
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enough to desciy us. The mole cannot
see the eagle midair. but the eagle mid-
sky can see the mole wittiness. We
are able to see niountalus and caverns
of :mother world, but perhaps the in-
habitants of other world' can see the
towers of our cities. the flash of our
seas, the marching of our processions,
the white robes of our weddings, the
black scarfs of our obeequies. It pass-
es out from the guess into the positive
when we are told in the Bible that the
inhabitants of other worlds do come to
this. Are they not all ministering spir-
its sent forth to minister to those who
shall be heirs of salvatien?
The Divine luareetioa.
But human inspection and angelic
inspection and stellar inspection and
lunar inspection and solar inspection
are tante as compared with the thought
of divine inspection. -You converted
me 20 years ago," said a colored man
to my father. "How so?" said my fa-
ther. "Twenty years ago," said the
other. "In the old schoolhouse prayer
meeting at Bound Brook you said in
your prayer, 'Thou God seest me,' and
I had no peace under the eye of God
until I became a Christian." Ilear it:
"The eyes of the Lord are in every
place." "Ilis eyelids try the children
of tire." "Ills eyes were as a flame of
fire." "I will guide thee with mine eye."
Oh, the eye of God. so full of elite, so
full of power, so full of love, so full of
indignation. so full of compassion, so
full of mercy! How it peers through
the darkness! How it outshines the
day! How it glaree upon the offender!
How it beams on the penitent soul!
Talk about the human eye as being in-
describably wonderful - how much
more wonderful the great, searching,
overwhelming eye of God! All eternity
past and all eternity to come on that
retina. The eyes with which we look
into each other's face today suggest IL
It stands written twice on your face
and twice on mine unless through cas-
ualty one or Nail have been oblitemt-
eel. "lie that formed the eye, shall he
not see?" Oh. the eye of God! It
sees our sorrows to assuage them, sees
our perplexities to disentangle them,
sees our wants to sympathize with
them. If we fight him back. the eye
of an antagonist. If we ask his grace.
the eye of an everlasting friend.
You often find In a book or manu-
script a star tolling pour attention to's
footnote or expinuation. That star the
printer mills an asterisk, But all the
stars of the night heavena are asterisks
• p:iir attention to Uod. 1111 all
observing Gist. Our every nerve a
divine hauelwriting. Our every muscle
a pulley divinely swung. Our every
bone mulptured with divine suggest-
tivenese. Our every eye a reflection of
the divine eye. God above us, anti God
beneath us, and God before us, and
God behind -us, mid God witlifn us.
Wbat a stupendous thing to live! What
a stupendous thing to die! No such
thing as bidden transgression.
11. dramatic advocate in olden times
at night in a eourtnenn, persuaded of
the innocence of his ;tient charged
with murder and of the guilt of the
witness who was trying to- swear the
poor man's 'life away-that advocate
took up two bright lamps and thrust
them close up to the face of the wit-
ness and cried. "May it please the
court and gentlemen of the jury, be-
hold the murderer!" and the man prac-
tically under that awful glare confess-
ed that he was the criminal instead of
the matt arraigned at the bar. Oh, my
friends, our most hidden sin is under a
brighter light than that; it is under
the burning eye of God.
Sight Restored.
Ile Is not a blind giant stumbling
through the heavens. Ile is not a
blind monarch feeling for the step of
his chariot. Are you wronged? Ile
sees It. Are you poor? He sees it.
Have you domestic perturbation of
which the world knows nothing? He
sees It. "Oh." you say. "my affairs
are se Insignificant I can't realize that
God sees me and sees my affairs." Can
you see the point of a pin? Can you
see the eye of a needle? Can you see a
mote in the sunbeam? And has God
given you that power of minute ob-
servation. and does he not possess It
himself? "He that formed tbe eye,
shall be not see?"
But you ray: "Ged is in one world,
-.a • we. ou atro•a...• w va tat. /Ite
so far off from me I doen really think
be sees what is going on In my life."
Can you see the sun 95.000,000 miles
away? Orel do you not think God has
as prolonged vision? But you say,
"There are phases of my life. and there
are colors. shades of color in my an-
noyances and my vexations that I
don't think God can understand." Does
tiot God gather up all the colors and
all the shades of color in the rainbow?
and do von surnose there Is any !phase
or any rthatte Ili your life that he has
Wet gathered up ID his OWD heart?
Besides that I want So tell you it
will soou all be over, this struggle.
That eye of yours so exquisitely fash-
ioned and strung and hinged and roof-
ed will .before long close in the last
slumber. Loving hands will smooth
down the silken fringes. So he giveth
his beloved sleep.
A legend of St. Frotobert is that his
mother was blind, and he was so sore-
ly pitiful for the misfortune that one
•lay in sympathy he kissed her eyes
anti by miracle she Kew everything.
But it is not a legend when I tell you
that all the blind eyes of the Christian
dead under the kiss of the resurrection
morn shall gloriously open. Oh. what
a day that will be for those who went
groping through this world under per-
petual obecumtion. or ,were dependent
on the hand of a friend, or with an un-
certain staff felt the way. and for the
aged of dim sight. about whom it
might be said that "they which look
out of the windows be darkened."
when eternel l'aybreak comes in!
'What a beautiful epitaph that was
for a tombstone In a European ceme-
tery: "litT1' l'1410, t.S in God Katrina. a
saint. RI yenis of a ZI• and blind. The
Ileht nee reetored te her slay 10. 1840."
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$4.00 A 111I'Aft:ASIMCILIE COPY, I Octli•
For Sate by all Newenealere.
SAMPLE COPY FREE.
Address NEW YORK CLIPPER.
NEW YORK.
This preparation stands unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, piMples and unnatural
redness of face and hands. Littell's
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
free from poisons and disagreeable
odors. Linen's Liquid Sulphur Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
treatment of all skin diseases, open
sores, chafed parts, burns, scalds and is
especially recommended for use after
shaving. It is soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Andereon &
Fowler, druggists, Hotel Latham. wit
-
$42 %Morph °Uremia
For 50c worth of work, we are giving
away Watches, Bicycles, Sewing Ma-
chines, Gun, &c, &c, to introduce our
pap. r Pastime, a high class illustrated
paper of from 16 to 82 large pages ; 64
to 128 Ohice Good Stories, Literature,
Art, Hamor, Letters of Tresel in For-
eign Lands, &e, and all you have to do
to get worth of presents is to get 20
subscribers at We each. Bend 10o in
stamps for full Particulars, long list of
presents and our paper, Pastime tor 6
months. ;Address the Pastime Ocs,
Louisville, Ky.
Sulphur is known tO the medical pro-
fession as an Invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blood and skin diseases
Littelds Liquia Sulphur is a clear volu-
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
medicinal and hygieeic qualities retain-
ed Littelds Liquid Sulphur Remedies
will care any skin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Rash,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag-
gravated case of skin disease. For pale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho
MI Latham wtf
404-4.11.1.4
Women as Well as Mei
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upoe de- ; !. ,';
courage. and loss Ins =Le I : .1
and chc .rl- ile •
• th.=.1 detains: t'
or dtete !.
neys 2.1 ' ;
KIdI1C/ ti, '
become rm o I
that It Is nnt,..ic nor,.
for a chili ti
afflicted sath '
. neva. If the c hi, I
' rites tee c far. if
urine scalds the flesh or if, elen th•.; •
reaches an age when it ehotad •
control the pasaage it is yet aff ^
bed-wetting. depend epcn it. ths -•
the difficulty is kidney 'trod I a • 2 • /
step should be towards thc e.. t
there important organs. The: aarla .
trcuble is due to a dieeased condition cf :-
kidneys and bladder and not to a halat
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are mai:
erable wah kidney aad bladder tr, ;
and both need the same traaat r^7y. • .
The mild and the immeceate effata
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It in I
by druggists, in fifty-
cent and one &liar
31se.S. You may lame a
sample bottle by mail
free. also pamphlet tell- Rorie .4 swrtaan et
mg all abcut it. laciudin many of Ile
thousands of testanankil ktt•tr.; resateo
from sufferers cured. In we:me Dr. Kiirne
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throughout .1•h Ileeee.lae4 Mara. Nay ar red. Vary
eiehoest01. ewhrolitereal youth eaularba liesld and Ma
rk
beading ••• 1111,47461rd . Trimmed •:1 •r..und Kb eztra
flne Steak helart1 y IntertIont with wedding
fowl fiber .11son 1. rile .1.• free Ilea I 0.100.... Adawas,
SEAR', ROEBUCK CO., _CHICAGO
Wens. Molina • rd. WI tbegossIdy reilabia.-1000.1
0 
Plum anaWklakey Wits
elart.41 at boron with
out pain Book or i ar-
m-Warn Font FV AL
ememismons DR B. SI WOOL LE
Alialeta, le• canoe, lot I ..rtla Pryer Iii.
Nasal
CATARRH





It cureetatarrh and dr:ies
away a cold in the bead
quickly.
Cream Balm is plated Into nnctrlia, sweetie
over the Membrane and la st.sorbed. Islas
mediate an2 a cure totlows. It is not drying-does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 30 cenc• at Drug-
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cen.• by mail.















Because the Equitable is
the strongest life company
in the world, having over
sixty-two million dollars of
surplus.
2
Because Siirplug not onlv
means financial strength
but is also the fund frotn
which dividends to • polic-•
holders are paid.
3
Beeause during the past
ten yearo the p.quitable's
Surplus earnings have
been larger than dime of any
oth .r co:1114,1y.
4
Because during the past
six years the Equitable
has paid each year more
than $2,000,000 in dividends
14) policyholders.
5
Because Vie policies of
th. Equitable are paid
more promptly than
those of .any other cora
pany.
6 Bec
ause, for the above
reasons, the Equitable's
policies are the "Gov-




120 Broadway, New long
"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD "
Dilday & Powell,






TRUSSES, 65c, $125_ ANO
W. IP. munnins, T. a. ILIDDRY.
W in free Si hllig14,
Real Estate. i
Tha 11031111012 of the year when
wails to buy real estate is as band,
we invite these who want .0 hwy
to consult this column.
We have excellent faCtiliSies for le
ducting the business aisid will say nee
property put into our hands fr of
charge, aud will furnish woe+
°wattmeter couveyanot to 1 ok at ols
eny without oost to them. Come see
us if you want LO Will, IS writs you ott.
ing tf you fail.
We have the following Florida
that we will sell at low price
chauge for farming hind in this. :e
alit acres in Paseo nounty, 120 km k•
Pasco county, 200 acres el leen
county and 160 acres III iiiinbeio
V- One of the above trot is 
ts he
timbered with the Meet yelew
and another is heavily tittered
the pine from which they make s
tuisn.e. For further dervriptiou,
‘' INSTITUTE











Stock of foetus, store house aud cal •
-eclaast.goi:isayitnoicwbuusoitinLe so. niNce.diritiso foFrirsimilt
location, good uelitbtrtiatIOOd, elan he.
dud schools convenient, resider, e 8
r0 ins, water works aed rntmern im-
provements, ten 11C•04 Of niee gr and
with residence, good reasons for set ng
No. 1 residence ou South Main s et,
9 'tortes. 7 rooms, eervants room, ele-
gem, good stable, lius shade trees, lot
ISO by 200 feet to alley, close to basalts,*
and very desirable.
Reeidence, rooms, EtiblP. ca
house and all necessary out build
goad cistern ana orcherd Two ate
land acjoiniug South Kentucky Col
$1,500 Will sell this place at low




Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Campbell streets, f nts
82Sr feet on ()limpet-1i street by 185 feel
to alley, house has 8 rooms and ail ne
oewery outbuildings, nice shade t ees.
fine garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place
16 scree of mono, house 5 MOW,
cistern, etabie, poultry house, cat
house, milk house, tte., everythir.
good repair. Complete set of far
implements go with the pikes
-Ith
Good farm 228, acres, on Nits ill
read, 7 miles hum Hopkinsvilie a d it
mem from Pembroke, good two fere
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, gnod we 1.
laflte new barbs, atishies arm dry
and on eitay, terms.
This farm will soldit a low rte.
Leese tisteetory home anti two Pre•
of ground frontons on first o•treet anti
running book to the river.
136 acres of land() miles fnom wu
near Prinoeton road,v1welline, tw to.
Moro barns and Other out buil r:as,
price per acre.
Good residence on corner of Mai and
1-t streets, fronting 60 feet on Mai by
SOO feet deep House has . six r
vood cistern, stable aud neceasary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Liudsays' Mill property. ern
nig a burr mill fur grinniug both
and wheat, two good residences,
cisterns and all necessary oettetil
and 80 acres of land, situated on
River, on • line between Chrietien
Trigg countess near Pee Dee, Ky
property will be sold at a low pric
on reasonable terms.
House and lot on 17th street, in
neighborhood and close to ton
price $600.
A fine tract of river bottom lan
nated ou west bank Cumberland
about three miles below Canton,
county, Ky., and couteining 630
Thia property has five good
houses and five good barns and cis
This land will be sold either as a
or in tracts to suit purchaser. and


















60 acres of fine land just outside toll-
gate on Pshziyra road. $65 eer ac e.
Farm of 107 acres of good lan
miles northwest of klopkinsville. i gate
neighborhoo.i. Lana in good con ition.
good dwelling,' five rooms, smoke ouse.
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at ,700
50 acres of rich /end just outs tie
city limits, well 'watered and f acec
Will be sold at • bargain.
Nice house and lot on West tit h
Price fli50.
tracts of land near Bennett tows,
bout 800 acres Will be cony gait
it or tracts. Boit' on eel. terms
House and lot on ard street in Het.
kiusville, Ky. near public school btuict
mg. Price $7.50.
House and lot on corner of II
Thompson streets. HopkinsvIli
Price $600.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four
and kitchen, porch, goon oueleo
(intern. price $,00.
Cottage on Brd St., 'cheep," a
Goed cattalo on Broao and l'h
ets , four rooms, goto _intern a
ouildiugs, large lot, price Otki0
Two good resiimace iote on ki in Si
:n Hopkinsviile, well located e tat
ty vacant lots on West awe of M rit
tor sal.- at a low price.
100 acres of land between N hen,
road and L. & N. tt. H. at Cheeky. We.
oe sold at a bargain.
Elegant lot bOx200 ft. on Jos are
nue. blood, home with 4 large ms.
eorohes, Olatern Out OutlGings. 11/250*
and front trees, Pelee $1.400.
An elegant term of 115 aeres.o lard.
m good public roan, in mei of best
oeighbortioods in South (thrums ,
vement to postoffice, school ate
thatches, in high Mate Of MOW.
good dwelliog 5 rooms and hal , Mir
.arge tobacco barn, good staid sun
°ow houses, 2 new cubing, stuoke (ewe,
nen house, bogey house. new WI"
fence, nice young orchard, grape , rat+.
'berries and strawberries, plenty f wn
..-r, very desirable, wel b- bold cheep
end on easy terms.
House and lot 60:200 feet on- aeout.
street. Howse with 4 mania. h, CIS.
tern and outbuildings. Prier #1,
Howie and lot on Second street '.0a.20t
wet. House has 7 rooms, porch, intern
snd outbuildidge. Price $1,300
Some beautiful veeant lots on alact:
street.
Nice house and lot on Brown street.
erice 11800.
MO acres of duvirable farming no in
Sloutirtenery codety, Trete, isvely,
timbered, 10 males from elowei
erioe *A 00 per ttC111.
Some of the most deferable p
in Hopkintiville, fronting 107 f
Rata street. suitable for fertile b
or residence propel ty.
Fine farm of WS arms i•••
Med of Howell, Ky., at a ci est 1.
(food farm of '2114 wow of eit111,4 11 11 1111.
ilowall, Ky.
Ilib acres of land weir Oini
pike, 8 miles from Hopkinsciii
per more. Very ilmireabln,
linen 1100 aunt 1411111 ea an Ito !II t. /mow
ery, Trent thiunty, Ky. *.iwelos tee.
house, herr', etab.e., Newt
ponds. young orchtsra, boweres f tie,
Oar. Very desirable tango au well
located at • bat gain.
Very desirable suburban rest ence,
noose two stories, rooms, Dew d
good repair, about 7 metes of Ian , just
out-tee the city limits on one id e be.1
OstftrIOntlis e;;Ort", clid;nrOte" tat! Cet:tilka5e;t1 K2; t 'Atte t
Mom ffi tr an pad emod servile/0 tuns, .
Wile Kt Oft lee house, large stab an.
carriage house and till nee. sea y out
buildings ; splendid shade and true
trees, atter failing well, good c stern
eorvenient to (Opel, school al d c ;itch ;
5 miles from Hnplonseelle wit goo.:
Pike nearly the whole dietetics. pine
lid locatiOn for a doctor.
New 5 room house and 2 lots o 19tti
street, good cistern, strible and 11 ne-
cereary outbuildings. Price f both
O1,000.
House and lot on Brown St tlesirs-
bly limateri. Price $800.
A two story cottage on South amp-
bell St lot 7011h5le feet.fivo bed ms,
sitting rocm, dining room, hitch- , lock
room and four porchea, on first tioor;
sour Ved MOWN, two lumber roo n and
a sewing room: on eecond floc) ; also
splendid dry cellar 18'14 feet wit brick
wade aed floor, good cistern,coat houee,
6 per cent. interest on defer pay-
inhmoaeuans et o uisle,Rmkins_dhongnehtohnisrde acnatid ,rvbaatit.














The South Kentueky Build
and Loan Association of H
Ky , will belle yo
house on easy monthly p
ments For particulars appl
Henry C. Cant,of Including the low • 10.00 Lea Trete $2
atemal say two, 041 ebleli we 041 fee • J
a.▪ ..BEARS, ROEBUCK & Co. maw ' J t McPherson. Sec &
de ata seines tbe very lased Tease's mete Sea
▪ VAIL'01101 tilt 01. leas them out. third
the tilee cliarirerl IIY °Menet sad gs
3111 11111 fIT vss: P.11/1 UV, Say
.net e, Wise our Sae near True* or "Or • .tt Iwo
I.,e Lisette Ira... Ellistrated abov•, • ut thl•
ad. .itat and .. oil to ii•Ialt I. 01 R 101111AL PURR mimed,
state your 11.1ritt, 19.4obt, See. Goer long you he.. hewn
rIliit it red, whether els pl 0 re le largo or penal', •
number Inehee ar,un.1 the body on a lin• aioth the
'opium. nay whether rupture I. on right or lett elile,
and we .111 ',rod either truss to yots with the soder
',tending If It la sot a perfrol It sad equal o• ware. that
.etall el I here timer. ear prIcr.You can return It end we
will return your monwy.
wateh eh • ea
WRITE FOR FREE TRUSS CATALOGUE ti











week in the office of Dr. F. M. Sete's. .
Varioue matters connected 'w ith the 
1
cuased, SpirliudncsipI17bof°111 bwiochrk w7;eeepldaillis. ;
l''utTubitoYiding, at i4 ime time daring the!
ir
emoing spring, an iertirute for teechirs
similar to the _institutes held f r the
bent fit of the day -soh I vomit. re.I
Mr IS A Fox, Geu nil Seer.e.try of
. he Sell. Ateociation 111 be in atieud•
awe. upon the threw , and still ton,
tsria tinuati-ntininueoehtit,rg.wasfrid mpre(iiitnaabioll,le Isissi..-
prhbable •that in conueetion with the
i totiotte w hich will be heal in this city.
sectiamolte or two wesiues twill be held in Pent
'mho*, for the Len. fit of telachers in that
Mr. John Velill was appointed chain
man of a committee to lareange for the
local institute, It is probable that the
dater will be Mereh 8 and,9 , '
is- e 
. Littell'e Liquid Sulphur Soap redueee
0 a minin um the danger Of contracting
oontagions diserese For the toilet anti
lmth it lar without an . quid Ii is rapid
y aequirieg first 1,1,0 - in the favor ot
all who nee it as. an inoemparable attar
iti:,gaist:p. 10 Cent-. For sale by AD




in family of two In-
q_uiro at Ath Bt, Meat
Market.
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in our, bands for sale two
South Christina farms cheep aud on
reaaonable 1. rtns
1. A farm near Beverly, Kentucky
Imam:ore re-, acres, 'with cenufortable
,mprevements. Same farm au whiel.
R T. Mewl. rervie4 and which former
.7 le it /wed to him.
2. A Senn , near 9atrettoborg. Ky .
-ontainina 112 si'rei---fair improt4.-
rneuta-gxid utegaborhoo, --the S
nivel' farm
BUN IER WOOD & SON
IT SAVED Ala eittl.
P. A. Danfottli,of La Grenge,
suffered inemosiy for six mouths with a
trighefal ruening eore on his leg, but
writes that Baeklen's Andes Salve whol
iy cured it in ten days 'For ticers,
woued, burns, bells pain kT piles. it's
rho best salve in the wield 'Cure
eumranteed Oely 55e Said be
L L 0 K Wyly, it. 0 If





Will practice in the courte Chn••
Oen and adjoining ecunties. Office i•
sieerre. et boliciew
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KY .
DOUGLAS BELL
Attorney-at-Law.
1/FrI0E-In Sonineers fdedg. op steee
ov. r Royal Dry Gr. es Store.







DR. WM. M. FUQUA
3U1111E0/4.
lid Special Office
over Pi.ant•s's Bank, Hop-
kinsvillf,, Ky. .1
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-at-Law.
Ofilce in limier Block, up stairs over
Flamers Batik.
Our KIN S VI ILE : K OR Y
Special attention to
eases in bankruptcy.
DR. J. S-0-U 171:4"1-1-,
Physician and Eurg eon
OFFIdE ovn tenet) r Bre.. Ma n St
R. old- le • Se V rgi s is 8:. 1 11# h q"-
resideece, vat. •p. 103 3 ntiai
All surnblc• efies.s. sor e‘-aaliil“ treats(
taturs,
It. it.: Nlfit. P:„ Ili.
JUP la lireCaof,. tl
v'o..1.1.1a. • p•I f'elerr/11 Of 1 h.'. Op•eht
NI, t one r 140 si.,1 1,1n, it'
'tr. 11. Nia I 1 'Si 101 4.41! e. 01,11 .
W., free
•4111.r.tit the ',
I M. 1 I.: ,
PATEITS4*1tome.:!.72„.P, vrarY cREEoneu..nowu,.. In laterite" •
Charms a., 4 . fee till patent la iteelIPIRL
Lent Afftlrem.






Cures n epeia. inileestion,
Bilious 4,Constipation,
Chroni eadat. he, Jaundice,
InsiPlialbre La Grippe, Female
Menstrio Troubles, and all
other ailments caused by





, and yetu will never
I
them in your family.
_ 
erstriED rr
The Afiticao Chemical Co„
LOUIS, MO.



















r .8e ti ;or 'eery 010
Alf LI ttUe.el 101
--r c.••• fr. eha
-r • e. f ry rs;. aad
•', : own
d •• orthr-. ' ate:1.ra.
.• • t'• ct-l" !WI It'.
•JI.• fi aalatif : ISTAPLIShE0 it Y°"
a v c
Ito; 1c I' • v• OW • _J. CC Wear!
:.• It 1,-1.111 rer tt.,nNaLlellnll
'". .• or -war. trebs age Rawk,DraW
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,.r.ad scou..n, and ob hong each Owe
titter separately, the a hole serv.er .en be da
matte-x..7j ‘thvecir erased ta a minors After emb
mpocialit'fit!.‘rettrie!';;,"cr:j5,cbc)tip:;71 tit7;rstf,tatbn Intik"!
ware, ester, to sir h a miaowed all of
Coid Dust Waling Powder
is added; :et e.. pan on the ranee tiael am Water
tete 11 NO tin no.ra. then lift ort earh piece with
a wit apor..n ant 1,y 011 soh hacaclods wiping
quickly with v.:2mM" skis. The Macre co aim-
ed •iil be tigt:17 polished aad loot lite tdow.
ale fpun our 1.. herAlet
hcPt Low • •
i LP.. lf..• IlutligtrOltd"
TIM M. 11. FOREARM COWIPS.We'.
Oloavads. . Ss. Leeds. Itlow Sark. 11••••••
GoltiDust"
•dd-':'1,;•;:!;•:•1;4144".: Tr* 711111S





















On 'every Jacket, Cape or Ladies'
Tailor-Made Suit in our
house this. week.
We also call your attention to our at-,
ir.,ctive line of
Holiday Goods.
Imported china, dolls, books, medal-
lions, frames, tie‘, hdkfs, muffilers, furs














boiled down, pressed to-
gether is wnat you get in
the New Werner Edition
of the ENCYCLOPEDIA
BRITANNICA. The facts
contained thecae are reli-
able, the statements author-
itative. The Index which
accompanies each set of
books enables you to find
the information you want
quickly, and you can rely
upon it, for I ven the. courts do not question its state-
ments.: YoU can secure the entire set, complete in
thirty superb octavo volumes, of the
Encyclopedia, Britannica
for OniDollar Cash
and the balance in small monthly payments.
FOR SALE BY
HOP ER BROS. Main Street.
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Address, SEARS, ROEBUCK 6 CO. (Inc.) Chico/. . III.
Wholesale
Only.
*es - e • - - -
_




Clover, Timothy, Orchard Grass, Kentucky
Bluegrass. Red Top, Millet.
Also Manufacturers' Aserts for Etc., Etc.
FARM IMPLEMENTS.
Nos. 136 and 138 Second St., LOUlSVILLE, KY.







1. If.n 1151 cc d teacw. • .n. each one • speetait•t in hi• lire. (Frac ualteollaf
t hie SC11001 e pref. rr d by bu lawful hulloes. The,ars other schools
then ours, but none teas pan offer on r faeitities.
MONUMENTS, TOMBSTONES.
All kinds of Cemetery Work
f und ,,tir shop at the
Satisfaction in every particular.
earnestly s, •
CALL ND UT l'ItTER;. Yours Truly.
ROBT. H. BROWN,
Seventh and Virginia St., Hopkinsville, Sy.
41k
